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Abolishing Harassment
Harassment Revisited
hy Perc:c Bates

THIS OFFICE first addressed the problem of sexual

harassment in print in 1983, so that now we have
been working at eradicating sexual harassment in schools
for more than ten years. T here is an old saying that time
takes care of everything; it did not take care of sexual harass-
ment. Vicious inc idents of sexual harassment continue, and
racial and ethnic harassment have become more prevalent.
Things are no better now than they were in 1983.

Certainly the media have made us more (awnc
of sexual harassment. It is blasted across our television
screens and is a daily item in newspapers across the country.

The Senate confirmatiim hearing for now Supreme Court
J ustice Clarence Thomas brought graphic descriptions of

sexual harassment into our living rooms and made many
Americans real i:e that it is unacceptable. More recently the
downfall of Senator Robert Packwood made it painfully clear
that we have not come very far in our fight against sexual
harassment. We are more aware oi.sexual harassment, but
schoolchildren are st ill afraid to talk about it for fear of hu-
miliarkm and reprisals.

We at the Programs for Educational Oppor-
tunity have broadened our efforts to eradicate sexual ha-
rassment to include discriminatory harassment which targets

\1.11sn miount

students' race, ethnic ay, disability or sexual orientat ion.

Many schools want ci unprehensive, coherent policies and rn i-
cedures for stopping all kinds of harassment.

Flow often does harassment occur in our
sc ht Eleanor Linn reports that at least 68 percent of
girls ;Ind 39 percent of boys in grades 8-11 Nive been
"touched, grabbed, or pinched" in a sexual way. Bob
( :ton inger reports that 35 percent of principals, 4 3 percent ot

Continucd tug': 2
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Continued from page one

African-American youth, and 29 percent of white youth say

racial violence occurs in their high schools. Martha Adler
reports that 20-25 percent of st udents are victims of racial or
ethnic incidents in the course of a school year, and that mi-
nority students sufferdisproportionately when students use
racially derogatory names, dress up in racially identifiable ste-

reotypes, or mimic the accents of their culturally different
peers. Such incidents are on the rise and occur in small
towns as well as urban centers. Harassment has become al -
mostcommonplace, but we must not lose our sense ofout-
rage. We must do more to abolish this abuse from our
schools.

Norma Barquet says all harassment is an
abuse of power. Teachers have power over their students;
boys often have physical power over girls; students in ma-
jority groups often can intimidate students in minority
groups. In 1994 the U.S. Office for Civil Rights recog-
nized the commonalties of sexual and racial/ethnic ha-
rassment and published investigative guidelines for racial/
ethnic harassment like its earlier guidelines for sexual ha-
rassment.

Educators need to understand the harm
done to students by any form of discriminatory harass-
ment. Franklin v. Gwinett County (Supreme Court, 1992)
held school districts are legally responsible for protecting
students from sexual harac ment by their staff members
and victims have the right to sue for monetary damages.
As Eleanor Linn points out, schools also have moral and,
increasingly, legal responsibility for student-to-student
harassment which occurs much more often. Complaints
from students must be taken seriously and investigated
thoroughly. Marta Larson provides an excellent intro-
duction to this area in her articles in this issue.

Schools need a comprehensive approach to
the problem of harassment across at-risk populations. De-
spite the existence of federal guidelines, schools vary in
their criteria as to what kind of harassment is offensive.
Whether harassment targets students because of their
gender, race, ethnicity, class, disability, religion, or sexual
orientation, all such discriminatory acts sh, gild he firmly
addressed with uniform standards of fairness. Tasha
Lebow describes some model programs for stopping and
preventing harassment; Eleanor Linn and Ted Wilson
recommend further resources for schools.

We hope this information will be shared
with staidents as well as teachers and administrators.
Knowledge is not the total answet to abolishing harass.
nient, but it is definitely a good cirst step.
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Sexual Harassment: What We Have Learned
Ii.v Ekanor Linn

SIN: ALITY is a vulnerable aspect of everyone's life. It
involves some of our most intense personal feelings

and, even in the most caring of relationships, raises our
anxiety about how much we can trust others. At some
point in our lives, nearly all of us experience the joy of
mual attraction, the sadness of rejection, and the revul-
sion of an unwanted advance. These feelings can some-
times be overwhelming, even for mature and self-confi-
dent adults. They are still more strongly felt by young
people, who are less familiar and less sure of their sexually-

related emotions. And these negative feelings about un-

wanted sexuality can be almost unbearable when young
people are the target of frequent nr particularly offensive
sexual behavior, or when previous hurtful experiences re-
lated to their gender, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation,
or other group status identity have heightened their vul-
nerability.

Harassment related to one's sexuality is all

the more painful when it occurs at school. School should
provide a safe environment so students can learn success-
fully. It should be a place that models mature and reTect-
ful relationships between individuals and across groups.
Schools have a moral obligation to treat children well.
Moreover, children are required to attend school. Unlike
a workplace, which an employee can choose to leave,
even though at considerable hardship, children have little
or no choice about whether or where they go to school.

Our society has traditionally dealt with all
types of harassment by silencing victims. Silencing has
been a convenient way for those in power to deny the ex-
istence of a problem that they do not want to correct. But
silencing comes at a great psychological cost to victims.
Targets of harassment who are compelled to maintain si-
lence suffer from having their view of reality denied. They
come to doubt their ability to perceive the world around
them, and eventually they lose or fail to develop the con-
fidence and personal power that comes from knowing that

they have the ability to change ,:heir environment and
take action in their own interest. This sense of confidence
in one's self is a crucial prerequisite to motivation, ambi-
tion, and the ability to strive for academic success.

In the past, female targets of sexual harass-
ment have been severeh blamed lot male ,ftts ot sexual
aggression, especially if they dare,l complain abinit un-
wanted sexual behavior directed at them. Female sexual
stereotypes, such as the temptress, the witch, the

nymphet, and the ice-maiden, have perpetuated the no-
tion that women are responsible for inciting and for stop.
ping all kinds of sexual behavior. Women are held respon-
sible not just for their own behavior, but for their daugh-
ters' and for the behavior of men, even men they do not
know. Men, in this way of thinking, are considered inca-
pable of controlling themselves.

Another cultural contributor to sexual ha-
rassment is the double standard for men and women,
which requires women to reject all sexual advances and
requires men to constantly make advances. To play the
double standard game, young people must be aHe to dis-
tinguish between a coy "No" and an emphatic one, be-
tween an advance that comes from honest desire and one
that conies frorq an interest in the game of conquest. With
such a confusing system of communication, unwanted
sexual advances are hound to occur, and their unwanted-
ness is hound to be ignored.

Sexual intimidation has long been a power-
ful mechanism for many other types of oppresr.ion. Mem-
bers of racial and ethnic minority groupsgay, lesbian
and bisexual people, and people with disabilitiesare fre-
quently subjected to contemptuous stereotypes that imply
that they are hyper sexed, or that deny their right to
sexual feelings at all. With shocking predictability, racist
and ethnocentric epithets are laden with offensive sexual
innuendo, and many of the most contemptible forms of
hate crime are acts of sexual abuse, as well. The overlay of
sexual behavior in such crimes is not a coincidence.
Sexual content heightens the offensivmess of a hostile act
and hurts its target all the more.

Categorizing Sexual Harassment
Although the first Title IX implementation guides
(Matthews and McCune, 1974) did not explicitly men-
tion sexual harassment, by 1981 the U.S. Supreme Court
in Alcvmder v. Yale ruled that sexual harassment was in-
deed a form of sex discrimination and a violation of the
victim's civil rights.

Initial Title IX cases involved schiol em-
ployees as perpetrators of sexual harassment and students
as their victims. This Harant abuse of the power differen-
t tal between adults and children is not only a violation of
prolessiimal ethics; in most states it is exual child abuse as
well. :-;ince the Supreme Court ruled in Frank!in v.

itiihoet Cf ainly ( 1992) that schiiol districts have the legal
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responsibility to protect students from sexual harassment
and victims have a right to sue for monetary damages,
schools must take complaints from students seriously and
investigate them thoroughly (see Marta Larson's article on
Complaint Investigation in this issue). In school districts
in which it is proven that an adult employee has sexually
harassed a K-12 student, the employee must be punished
with severe sanctions, including the possible termination
of employment and the notification of all prospective em-
ployers.

School responsibility is also present in the far
more frequent case of student-to-student sexual harass-
ment, in which schools have both legal and moral respon-
sibility to protect children. Here c,uestions of appropriate
punishment and the prevention of further abuse or retalia-
tion must take into account a large number of factors in-
cluding the age of the students, the offensiveness of the
behavior, the number of students involved, the effective-
ness of previous efforts to control such behavior, and the
school's preparedness in terms of supervision, complaint
management and z.ipport. Schools must provide everyone
in their community, through modeling, education and
awareness-raising, the opportunity to participate in a re-
spectful and responsive learning environment. Although
many student-to-student complaints c-an be resolved infor-
mally with the help of committed student and staff sup-
port, more serious student-to-student cases Atust he coun-
tered with strong disciplinary action.

Research on Sexual Harassment
Three recent national studies of sexual harassment of stu-
dents in schools assessed its prevalence, its severity, and it:,
harm to young Itleople. They were conducted in the hope
of raising the issue publicly, of better understanding the
causes of sexual harassment, and of finding effective ways
to prevent and remedy it. The findings from these studies
are quite similar.

The first study was done joint ly by the
Wellesley Center for Research on Women and the NOW
Legal Defense and Education Fund. They published a
questionnaire in the September 1992 issue of Seventeen
Magazine, which 4,200 young women answered. Their re-
sponses appeared in a report that received wide publicit.
entitled Secrets in Public: Sexual Haramment in Our Schools.

At nearly the same time, the American As-
sociation of University Women (AALAV) commissioned
Louis I larris Associates to administer a written survey to a
scientaic sample of 1,632 male and female students in
grades 8-Il in 79 secondary schools across the country.
Ai rican American md Hispanic students were over-

sampled for greater statistical accuracy. Their report,
which appeared in June 1993 and which receivecl even
wider media attention than the first study, is entitled Hos-
tile Hallways: The AAL'W Survey on Sexual Harassment in
America's Schools.

A third study, "The Culture of Sexual Ha-
rassment in Secondary Schools," by Valerie Lee, a senior
faculty member at the University of Michigan School of
Education, and staff from the Programs for Educational
Opportunity, reanalyzed the AAUW data to find more
statistically predictive information about sexual harass-
ment in schools. Our article based on this research will
appear in a forthcoming issue of the American Educa-
tional Research Journal (1996, Spring).

Prevalence
All three of the studies found that sexual harassment oc-
curs with disturbing frequency in secondary schools. The
Wellesley Center survey found that 89 percent of the irls

reported that they had been sexually harassed in schoo
The AAUW found that 85 percent of the girls and 76
percent of the boys reported being sexually harassed
in school. In our reanalysis of the AAUW data, we elimi-
nated any students who, although they said that they had
been sexually harassed, did not report feeling upset by
even their worst experience of unwanted sexual harass-
ment attention. Still we found that 83 percent of the girls
and 60 percent of the boys reported that they had been
sexually harassed.

When asked what inort of behavior had oc-
curred, the students' reports were quite similar. Com-
ments, jokes, gestures, or looks were the most common
forms of harassment reported as unwelcome by sti. lents.
They were experienced by 89 percent of the girls in the
Wellesley study, 76 percent of the girls and 56 percent of
the boys in the AAUW study, and by 76 percent of the
girls and 50 percent of the boys in our reanalysis. Being
touched, grabbed, or pinched in a sexual way was the sec-
ond most common form of sexual harassment in all of the
studies. It was reported by 83 percent of the girls in the
Wellesley study, 65 percent of the girls and 42 percent of
the boys in the AAUW study, and by 68 percent of the
girls and 39 percent of the boys in our reanalysis.

Although sexual harassment occurs with
alarming frequency in secondary schools, it v, clear from
:ill three studies that sexual harassment happens more Ire-
qr,ntly to girls than to boys. Indeed, tl .nost offensive
physical forms of it happen almost exclusively to girls.
Other status characteristics, such as a student's race,
ethnicity, grade-point average, or socio.:conomic status (as
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measured by a student's mother's educational level), do

not statistically affect the likelihood of a student's being
harassed. Stating it another way, girls are more likely than
boys to be harassed, no matter what their race. ethnicity,

grade-point average, or socioeconomic status. These data

provide statistical evidence for the legal interpretation of
sexual harassment as a form of sex discrimination in
schools.

Severity
In reanaly:ing the AAUW data, we constructed a severity
scale for all the sexual harassment that students reported.

Each student was given a score for the frequency of each

type of unwanted sexual behavior that the student was

subjected to and another score for how upset they reported

feeling as a result of that behavior. We added the two

scores to give each student a svverity Score and then com-

pared composite severity scores for girls and boys. We

found that girls are three times more severely harassed

than boys. We also found that students who have been
harassed by a teacher :tr other school employee have sig-

nificantly higher severity scores than students who have
been harassed by :;ther students but never by a teacher.

MI at importantly, however, we found that
students who have friends who have been sexually ha-
rassed and students who report that 41 lot of sexual harass-

ment occurs in their school are more than twice as likely
to be sevL:rely harassed than students whose frieno have

not been harassed, or who report that little harassment

sexual harassment occurs in their school. This highly sig-
nificant finding led us to conclude that although sexual

harassment occurs everywhere, it is decidedly more harm-
ful in some school cultures than in others. We therefore
became convinced that a school's efforts to combat sexual

harassment must focus on changing the school culture.

Overlap of Harassers and Harassees
The reanalysis finding that surprised us most was the large
overlap between students who had been targets ot harass-

ment and those who admitted to harassing others (see

chart it right). Fift -three percent of the boys and 5 3 per-
cent of the girls reported that they had been both victims
and perpetraniis harassment. Alt holigh niore
girls than boLs reported being ttnly victims ( 31 percent t

the girls and 7 percent of the boys), and more kiy. than
girls rep, ff1 ed being tmlY perpetnitors (9 percent tit

boys and I perient of the girls), a inajont\ ot both male
and female students reported that they have been both
victim and harasser. This astonishing , iverlap led us av,,,in

to emphasi:e the idea of sl hool i. ulture, for we had no

other way to explain why such large numbers of students

engage in behaviors that they themselves characterix as
hurtful and demeaning.

The large overlap between the harasser and
harassee groups made us reexamine our previous as,amp-

tion that a school could separately identify the perpetra,

tors and the victims of sexnal harassment. We had ex-
pected schools to develop programs that would punish ha-
rassers and support, even compensate, victims. We now

believe that, although many school situations warrant im-
mediate and appropriate punishment and support, schools
must also be prepared to face other situations in which
the question of responsibility is far murkier. Rather
than throw up our hands in despair, we again turned to

questions about how to change the culture of the school.

Since all three studies showed that sexual
harassment is common in classrooms and hallways, in
front of groups of people, and often right in front of teach-
ers, it seems clear that educators' unwillingness or inability

to stop this harmful behavior is a major part of the prob-
lem. Educators, parents, and students must work together
to create a nurturing, respectful and harassment-free envi-
ronment in their schools.

Articles on prevention strategies in this pub-
lication outline the key elements of a school's sexual ha-
rassment prevention plan. The resources they cite help

make a school plan into a reality. We all have a legal and
moral obligation to make schools safer and more equitable

for students. By working together, we can change our
schools' climate and culture. We can create a culture of
fiiirness and justice, in which students experience the em-

powerment that comes from reciprocal respect and the
ability to take meaningful action to achieve their goals.
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Racial Harassment in Education
by Robert Croninger

HARASSMENT is not unique to any group of people, nor
is it unique to the United States. News stories, front

the ethnic conflict in Bosnia to the suicide of bullied Japa-
nese youth, testify that harassment is a problem that does
not know ethnic and political borders. Nonetheless, some
of the more brutal and startling incidents of harassment
involve the treatment of blacks by whites in our own
country. The lynching of blacks after the Civil War, the
assaults on black veterans returning home from World
War I. the murder of black civil rights activists during the
1950s and 1960s, and the police beatings of Rodney King
in Los Angeles and Malice Green in Detroit serve as vivid
reminders that racial harassment is a troubling aspect of
our national heritage and life.

Racial Violence and Harassment
While racial harassment is disturbing wherever it occurs,
it is especially disturbing when it occurs in elementary and
secondary schools or on college campuses (Joyce, 1990).
Education, after all, is supposed to be a solution to, and
not the cause of, racial harassment and discrimination in
the United States. Within an integrated, caring, and
thoughtful environment, students are supposed to learn to
respect each other, get along with each other, and devclop
an intolerance for bigotry and prejudice. There is good
reason, therefore, to be alarmed when educational institu-
tions become a national focal point for the mistreatment
of racial and ethnic groups.

While there is evidence that educational
institutions can reduce racism and foster cross-racial un-
derstanding (liawkins, 1994; Peshkin, 1991; Shot leld and
Sagar, 1983), there is also reason to believe that t, iii

conflicts are frequent occurrences in classrooms. The N,c
tional Center for Education Statistics reports that 35 per-
cent of high school principals describe racial conflict as at

least a minor if not severe problem in Caen- schools
(Ingels, Scott, Lindinark, Frankel, and Myers, 1992). A
survey of students 11,,. Who's Who Among American High
School Students (1992) repotts similar results: 43 percent
of African-Ame:ican youth and 29 percent of white youth
say racial violence occurs in their high schools.

Moreover, there have also been well-publi-
ci:ed incidents of African-American youth being harassed
on predominantly white campuses in the United States
(Farrell and Jones, 1988). A number of campuses, the
University of Michigan and the University of Wisconsin
among them, responded by promoting codes of conduct
that prohibited hate speech and racially offensive behav-
iors. Although many of these codes were later found to be
unconstitutional and difficult to enforce, they underscore
the problem of racial harassment in post-secondary insti-
tutions (White, 1994).

The images of black children walking beside
federal marshals through a gauntlet of jeering white adults
to attend newly desegregated schools evoke some of the
worst chapters of racism in this country, chapters that we
want to believe are closed. But in the eyes of many black
students racial harassment is an ongoing and troubling
part of their educational experience, one that we must
address if we are ever to eliminate the structural inequali-
ties and cultural strains that nourish racial conflict.

Forms of Racial Harassment
Racial harassment can take (me (mf two forms:

blatant, racially motivated abuse of African Americans by
non-blacks, or less obvious institutional forms of racism
that appear tim have no specific perpetrator Or targeted vic-
tim. Blatant forms of harassment are intent iomd, often
meant to offend and hurt. They include racially moti-
vated assaults, abusive language scrawled on sidewalks or

8
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bathroom walls, and verbal taunts and jeers meant to
denigrate blacks. These forms of harassment are relatively
easy to identify, and there is general agreement that they
constitute unacceptable behaviors, particularly in public
places (Joyce, 1990).

The other form of harassment Occurs when
whites say or do things that create environments hostile to
Hacks, even though that may not be their intent. This form
is best understood not as individual
incidents hut as the collective effect of
institutionalized practices and behav-
iors, an effect that isolates and pre-
vents blacks from fully realizing the
benefits of their own efforts or from
sharing in publicly supported opportu-
nities and activities. There is far less
agreement aboi t what constitutes this
form of racial harassment, especially
between African Americans and
whi tes (Troy na and Hatcher, 1991).
Nonetheless, the courts recognize that
racial harassment need not be inten-
tional or even directed at specific indi-
viduals to he harmful; it may involve
creating or maintaining environments
hostile to black students (Joyce, 1990).

Consider, for example,
that debasing depiction of blacks in
textbooks or curricular materials can damage the self-es-
teem of African-American students and discourage them
from fully participating in educational opportunities, re-
gardless of a teacher's intent. Similarly, stereotypical de-
piction of blacks in school plays or student parties, even
when they are not directed at an individual, create an at-
mosphere that fosters harassment and encourages more
hurtful forms of behavior. Whites tend to see these be-
haviors as relatively innocent or benign, especially if the
individuals involved disavow any intention of offending
someone (McClelland and Hunter, 1992). African
Americans, however, may experience these behaviors as
part of an environment that is derogatory and hurtful to
them as individuals and as members of a racial gniup.

When does discrimination create a hostile
environment ? Distinct ions are largely subjective. N( me-
theless, guidelines that exist consider (a) severity, (b) per-
vasiveness, and (c) persistence of discrimination (Pasch,
1994). Guidelines also emphasize the imporianie of t. on.
sidering the response of administrators and other authon-
t ies to discrimination. Does the respmse indicate that
authorities lake seriously discrimination that threatens an

individual's or group of individuals' right to fair treatment
and equal protection! lithe answer is "No," authorities
may have violated Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, as
well as state and local civil rights statutes.

Consequences of Racial Harassment
When racial harassment involves physical attacks, brutal
beatings, or even murder, the immediate consequences of

harassment are painfully clear and
vivid. These incidents lead us to
think of harassment as specific
events involving a perpetrator and a
victim, but harassment may also in-
volve bystanders who tacitly approve
perpetrators by down playing the
significance of hateful acts or the ill-
treatment of minority children.

While the direct harm
to individuals should not he underes-
timated, the indirect effects of racial
harassment on victimized groups are
also important. A survey of racial
harassment in a residential area of
England found that reported inci-
dents of racial violence elevated feel-
ings of vulnerability among targeted
populations, in this case Asians and
African Caribbeans (Bowling,

1993). Anecdotal evidence from the United States also
suggests that incidents of harassment have a domino-like
effect among blacks (Feagin, 1992). Individuals share ex-
periences among friends and family, who in turn see them-
selves as potential targets for white resentment and hostil-
ity. In this sense racial harassment is not so imich an in-
cident as a social process by which Hacks, even those
who has.e not been physically abused, are victimized
(Bowling, 1993).

The educational process requires mutual
trust and understanding among families, children, and
educators (McDermott, 1977). When black children and
their parents are tearful of being mistreated at school, the
educational process breaks down, denying them :iccess to
important opportunities. While many Hack families have
responded heroically to harassment and hostility, educa-
tional leaders must accept responsibility for establishing
an environment in which African-American latnilies and
student', fed welcome, sate, and saluetl.

Nothing unusual happened on the way to school
again today . .

( .0 right IOW. L. Angel, I mu, ndiumr. Reprimed I.. mrnlin.i.o

Obligations of Schools
Fducat ion leaders have a strong obligation to address ra.
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cial harassment, but as many schools and campuses luive
discovered, there are no simple solutions. Campuses Itave
established disciplinary procedures for responding to hate
speech and racial slurs and later found their efforts chal-
lenged in court. Many codes were found to be too gen-
eral and in violation of other rights, such as privacy or
freedom of speech (Joyce, 1990; White, 1994). These rul-
in .!. clarify the parameters within which education leaders
can prohibit racial harassment and highlight the limita-
tions of simple, rule-based responses to offensive acts.

Schools and campuses have also tried to ad-
dress racial harassment with instructional strategies such
as student leadership training (Shofield and Sagar, 1983),
multicultural curdculum (Banks, 1993), and critical peda-
gogy (Ellsworth, 1989). These strategies promise to pro-
vide opportunities to address the beliefs and values of stu-
dents and educators that foster racial prejudice, discrimi-
nation, and harassment. Unfortunately, they usually rep-
resent only a small and isolated part of an institution's in-
structional effort. Under these circumstances, instruc-
tional strategies can actually reinforce the racial prejudice
that they are supposed to combat, particularly if white stu-
dents and educators come to see these acdvitics as "non-
academic" and the domain of minority students and edu-
cators (Ellsworth, 1989).

While codes of conduct and instructional
strategies can be helpful, the most important component
of a successful intervention may be an institution's open-
tess to discussing student concerns about race outside the

parameters of a formal grievance or special class (see
Tasha Lelsinv's article in this issue). In one school, the
principal routinely met with students in a town meeting
format. Nleetings were not called to address racial harass-
ment specifically, but race relations were a frequent topic
of discussion, since it was al important concern among
students. Because the meetings were routii.e and the prin-
cipal referred to them in making decisions, they were a
central part of the school's culture. The principal's efforts
created a more open climate in the school tor discussing
race relations and related concerns of students, reduced
the incidc nee of racial conflict, and fostered a greater
sense of mist among studen's and staff (I lawkins, 1994).

Schools must ad Ire, racial harassment when
it exists, hut doing SO is not easy. More than century of
racism be elimin;ite I new cr ides of conduct
special course work. Discirline policies ,md instructional
stiategies are important, but the( must k onihmed \, tb

w illingness to address nice as I pervasive aspect of .1
student's life and educational experience. Such .111 effort
requires a sustained commitment to addressing all forms it

discrimination and racial harassment in classrooms,
schools, and colleg:n throughout the country.
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Racial/Ethnic Harassment:
What the Research Reveals

by N. lai tha A. Adler

T1 IE TERM harassment has become part of th,
mainstrean lexicon; it is often the topic o

discussion in private conversations, public debates
and even the media. More often than not sexua
harassment is the focus; racial/ethnic harassmen
only gets public attention when it reaches a flasl
point and results in violence.

Harassment of any kind negativel
impacts on a student's ability to do well in school
hut researchers on K-12 education have paid littl
attention to harassment. Furthermore, in the re
search that is available a dichotomy exists betweei
gender and race. The research on racial/ethni
harassment rarely deals with gender differences c
sexuality, hut studies on sexual harassment usuall
do address differences of race and ethnicity. Eleanor Linn
offers specifics regarding.research about sexual harassment
elsewhere in this publication; this article examines only the
available research on racial/ethnic harassment and its impli-
cations for educational settings.

Where Does Racial/Ethnic Harassment Begin?
If you ask a member of any generation in our society today
to describe the kids they went to school with, they invari-
ably mention a class or school bully. Ask these same
people what they remember about the bully and, if their
racial/ethnic group was not in the majority, chances are
that they will begin to describe what we could label as ra-
cial/ethnic harassment.

However, harassment is not only what bul-
lies do. Racial/ethnic discord in schools can be expressed
in subtle or overt ways. It may be expressed through name
calling, racial/ethnic slurs, racial/ethnic jokes, graffiti, ra-
cially/ethnically motivated fights or assaults, and vandal-
ism. Wlwn such discriminatory action,: occur repeatedly,
are severe or pervasive within a classniom, school, or dis-
trict, and result in a student's inability tii participate fWly
in their educational program, then these actions ore forms
of harassment that can create a hostile environment.

The nnits of racial/ethnic harassment and
iolence cannot he easily traced hut rtlal emerge tr,im

deep-seated racism tl tat has been established over genera-
tions of mistrust and hatred for groups that do not share
the same ethnic/racial/cult t;ral heritage. Such racism can

1111.rral:onk Imu Del.an/ e from Tune In to Your Rights. Sic P.Ne 16 tor cnfonnarn. on hou t.

escalate into severe acts of violence.
Incidents of racial/ethnic harassment or vio-

lence usually have their beginnings in long-standing atti-
tudes among members of communities that reflect com-
plex social forces at play. In communities where there is
significant economic or demographic upheaval, racial/eth-
nic tensions can emerge and be exacerbated. When such
incidents occur, most students do not have the skills to
deal with them; minor incidents can be flash points that
escalate to serious violence.

Other forms of harassment reflect a some,
what unintended, almost benign, form of bias, one that
grows our of ignorance and simply results from a misunder-
standing of another's social actions. Whether the causes
of harassment are the result of explicit racism or ignorance
of other people and their ways of doing things, it is well
established that ll children enter school with biase.; and
prejudices obtained from the influence of parents, peers,
the media and other sources within their communities.

That bias is established at an early age was
documented in a study conducted from 1963 to I975a
period of significant advances in Civil Rights in the
United State--by the Anti-Defamation League and the

:niversity of California at Berkeley. The study concluded
that "by the age of 12, children have already developed a
cimiplete set cci St creotype,.tibilut every ethnic, racial and
rel wit ius group in society" (Sonnenschem, 1988, p. 2651
(lildren are aware of how other people are like them or
different from them; children often point out the differ-
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ences they see and ask honest questions. How the adults
in the lives of children respond is critical. Children learn
from those around them. As children become awar, of
the differences in the people they observe in their daily
lives, they learn to view these differences in ways that are
compatible with the social attitudes dominant in their
own families (Byrnes, 1988). ( :onversely, when children
are never exposed to people who are racially/ethnically
different from themselves and have no opportunities to
interact positively with others, then existing stereotypes
remain unchallenged.

Because much of our self identity is formed
by the social groups in which we grow and learn, we come
to value the ways of thinking and acting that our own so-
cial group favorsoften times leading us to devalue the
ways of thinking and doing of people who are not mem-
bers of the social groups to which we belong. This natural
tendency of humans is what leads to misunderstanding
those not like us. According to Pettigrew "prejudice le-
gitimates discrimination, and discrimination breeds preju-
dice" (1980, pp. 24-25). If left unchecked, the negative
and false attitudes that children have been allowed to de-
velop about others not like themselves will not go away.
Children will ac- in their biases and prejudices as they
mature, with tht -trongest of then beliefs not being exhib-
ited until they become adkilescents.

Thus, as children move through the grades,
their contact with a much larl.fer wit kl expands as they
leave their elementar schools and join students from
other parts if their c,immunit v tor the first time in their
middle-schokil and IlIgh-mzhilol classrixtrils. Schkikil be-

Lome, the arena where their biases can erupt in the form
kit racral/ethnie harassment. When such acts of harass-
ment i)ccur, they ofteo go unchecked or, worse yet, are
even reinforced by what is promoted in the media, pmipular
culture. literature, films, .ind, yes, even schools. Outside
forces can contribute to the reinforcement of stereotypes
and prejudice learned through the child's social cot itacts
while gniwing up.

Tlie results are obvious: children who have
been allowed tii act on their biases and prejudices against
those who do not share the same sot ial/racial/cultural/
ethnic values or behavnirs bect)mc adults whii act on these
biased ank I prejudiced stereotypes as well. Social actions
that grkity out of ha', and prejudice can lead to llara,,s-
ment. No one is itnntline friim the reinforcement of st e
remit \ping learned at MI Carl \ MN, htii nutiorit students
are more often on the receiving side of this bias and, as
such, frequently find themselves victims of racial/ethnik.
harassment.

1 )

Does Racial/Ethnic Harassment Occur Often?
As previously stated, information about K-12 schools is
not easy to find in the literature on racial/ethnic harass-
ment. Most schools keep records of only the serious inci-
dents students become involved in, and so incidents of
bullying and harassment that are racial/ethnic in nature
go unreported or unrecorded. Thus, an attempt to under-
stand the nature and frequency of harassment in schools
requires an examination of sources that do not on the sur-
face appear cialnected, i.e., sources that document the
extreme casesthose that have culminated in violence.
According to Howard Ehrlich, Director of the National
Institute Against Prejudice and Violence, as many as 20 to
25 percent of students arC victimi:ed by racial or ethnic
incidents in the course of a school year, and the number of
racial and ethnic incidents is on the rise (O'Neil, 1993).
Another source, the National Coalition of Advocates for
Students (NCAS), tracked newspaper stories from aroUnd
the country and found 120 incidents of racial/ethnic vio-
lence occurring in 25 different states for the brief period of
December 1991 to February 1992 (O'Neil, 1993).

Another study by the Southern Poverty Law
Center (O'Neil, 1993) documented over 170 incidents of
hate crimes in schools and colleges during 1992; more
than halt of these crimes were committed by teenagers.
Even more revealing is the 1989 study of hostility among
racial groups in Los Angeles County schools which "found
that incidents of bigotry--ranging from verbal racial slurs
to physical assaulthad occurred in 37 percent of the 956
schools" studied (Stover, 1990).

Furthermore, minority students suffered dis-
proportkinately in these incidents. Of the over 2,200
cases documented, African-American students, while
making up 14 percent of the 1988-89 enrollment, repre-
sented 29 percent of the victims. Hispanics, 47 percent of
the district, were 30 percent of the victiins. White stu-
dents, although just 29 percent of the school population,
acciiunted for only 16 percent of the victims. Finally,
Asians and Pacific Islanders, 9 percent of the district, were
victims in 15 percent of the incidents. A smaller percent
of incidents being directed toward gay and religious jiroups
was also reported. No data were repiirted for other
grimps, such as females and American Indians.

It wimld be easy to look at these figures and
conclude that Stich incidents are routine only for urban
areas in the Llnited States, that su:h behavior could never
happen in rural or suburban Amerkii. I lowever, incidents
of racial/ethnic harassment have been reported and docu-
mented throughout our nationin small towns as well ;is
mirban centers.
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The Office of Civil Rights has received
complaints from school districts about students who used
racially derogatory names, who mocked other students by
dressing up in racially identifiable stereotypes, and who
mimicked Spanish accents. Such behavior is not isolated;
it has been documented to occur -epeatedly and to create
environments that are hostile and riot conducive to
learning. Ironically, many acts of harassment occur when
attention has been drawn to students whose racial/ethnic
heritage is not the same as the mainstream school popula-
tion, such as during Black History Month.

That such harassment is prevalent through-
out our nation's schools is disturbing. A 1990 follow-up to
the National Education Longitudinal Study (NELS) of
1988 reported that 85 percent of the tenth graders sur-
veyed responded that they would "never" feel that it was
okay to make racial remarks. While this figure is encour-
aging, it is unsettling to note that 10 percent re-
sponded in the "rarely" or "almost never" categories and
almost 5 percent reported it was okay to make such re-
marks "often or sometimes." Given the fact that bias and
prejudice can be socially reinforced and that such behav-
ior leads to harassment that can ealate to violence, this
total of i 5 percent represents a problem.

Who Harasses Others Racially/Ethnically?
Based on the tenth graders who responded to the NELS
study, it would be easy to conclude that students who en-
gage in harassment must be in the minority. Who are the
students who feel it is okay to act on their biases and
prejudices? Just as tdelitifying the nature and frequency of
racial/ethnic harassment is difficult, defining the typical
harasser is also problematic. Since bias and prejudice take
years to grow and become intrinsic to an individual's
ethos, it would be too simplistic to attempt to delineate
the characteristics of a typical racial and/or ethnic ha-
rasser.

However, there are some variables that have
been identified for a child who has internalized and acted
on the prejudices he/she has learned. Citing previous
writings (Al !port, 1958; Pettigrew, 1981), Byrnes (1988)
states that children are less likely to be found prejudiced if
they have high "l gn. els of self esteem, more frequent and
positive experiemes with members ot outgroups, greater
cognitive sophistication, and more sensitivity and open-
ness other point', of view" (p. 268). In (.ontraNt, chil-
dren "w ho are dogmatic, ... and think in ... sharp di-
chotomous terms, are more likely to be prejudiced and act
in discriminatory ways" (Byrnes, 1988, p. 270).

Do Bystanders Participate in Harassment?
Students who become the harassers because of another's
race or ethnicity do not act in a vacuum. These incidents
of harassment occur in public places and are viewed by
other students as well. Those who watch and are silent
become partners in the act of harassment. This group, i.e,
those who stand by in silence and watch, may be equally
responsil-le.

Although there is considerable research on
bystanders to publicly committed violent crimes, the by-
stander issue is not addressed in the literature on racial/
ethnic harassment in schools. However, for public acts of
harassment in schools, there can be no doubt that by-
standers exist and by their very inaction support acts of
harassment. Thus, it seems worthwhile to take look at
what the research on bystander theory offers anu s, ether
it has relevance to the issue of racial/ethnic harassment in
schools.

In studying the unresponsive nature of by-
standers to emergency situations, Latan and Darley
(1974) found that when people witness acts that are con-
sidered unacceptable, they are less likely to take a role in
stopping the negative acts if there are more than one or
two other bystanders. In fact, the larger the group, the
less likely any one individual is to intervene. They suggest
that the presence of others may influence individual by-
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standers. Furthermore, if the bystanders share some social
bond (e.g., they belong to the same club or team), that
social relationship may also influence individuals to act
against their own intuition to intervene. Bystanders will
look to their peers; if they show no visible disdain for the
antisocial act of harassment, the bystander is less likely to
intervene.

What Does the Student Who is HaraSsed Feel?
Once again, the research on students who are the victims
of racial/ethnic harassment is very minimal. However,
because bias and prejudice have direct links to racism, an
examination of research done in this area is worthwhile.
A study of minority students and their families is very re-
vealing. Although the study does not deal specifically
with acts of racial/ethnic harassment, what the students
reported as going on in their classrooms and schools is all
part of the larger picturethe picture in which acts of
harassment in lunch rooms, hallways (luring passing time,
and on the school yard go unnoticed and unreported.

Murray and Clark (1990) found clear evi-
dence that minority students who are the victims of ha-
rassment rite affected in ways that interfere with their abil-
ity to obtain the same educational opportunities as their
white counterparts. In their study, they identified eight
patterns of racism, the first four of which the minority
children themselves perceived as being awst detrimental
to their well-being in the classroom. Much of what these
students identified could easily contribute to an atmo-
sphere that would tolerate or ignote acts of harassment
and as such deserve some serious attention. They are:
1. Hostile and insensitive acts. Racial slurs, name call-
ing, assaults and physical violence, and graffiti as well as
vandalism perpetrated by their peers left minority students
with high levels of stress, a reduction m their attention
spans, a reduction in their ability to concentrate in class,
and a loss of their sense of well-heing.
2. Bias in the use of harsh sanctions. 1,:4inority st. Jents
saw "justice" being unNrly meted out in their schools.
One seventh grader reported that black students get de-
tention, while white students only receive warnings for
their misbehavior. A fifth grader reported that whenever
a white student initiates a fight ,vith a black student, IN)th
do get suspended; however, when the instigator of the
fight is black, usually only the minority child is suspended.
3. Bias in giving attention to students. Those inter-
viewed were very aware of differential treatment toward
students on die part of teachers. St tklents were also able
to verbalize differences in who was publicly encouraged,
praised, and helped.
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4. Bias in selection of curriculum materials. The chil-
dren easily identified instances in which their culture and
people did not appear in their school materials at all or
were misrepresented. Many of those interviewed said they
were tired of being portrayed in the textbooks as having
been badly treated. Often times they expressed embarrass-
ment at the portrayal of their race in history books.

The remaining four patterns of racism were
not perceived by the children interviewed to be as signifi-
cant as the preceding four; however, these factors also im-
pact on the children's access to equal educational oppor-
tunities.
5. Inequality in amount of instruction. Children spoke.
of classrooms where minority students were not given
challenging work or were allowed to misbehave and thus
were deprived of learning in an environment that de-
manded everyone's participation and attention.
6. Bias in attitudes toward students. Bias in attitudes
was perceived to be directed at minority students from
both their teachers and peers. Teachers were seen to de-
mand more academically from students whom they per-
ceived to be capable based solely on beliefs about their
personalities, motivation, or intellectual capacities. How-
ever, when minority students were academically success-
ful, their peers made public comments that amounted to
accusations of teacher favoritism. Often times their social
and academic skills were belittled or they were considered
to he something other than who they really were. Com-
ments such as "You're not like those other Blacks" were
not uncommon (Murray & Clark, 1988, p. 23).
7. Failure to hire racial minority teachers and other
school personnel at all levels. It was obvious through
what students said that they were aware that membt!rs of
their racial/ethnic groups were not visible to all levels of
school staff and administration.
8. Denial of racist actions. Students acknowledged that
hen racial incidents were reported, they were often met
with comments such as, "It's an isolated incident," or,
"1\ inake a mountain out of a mt)lehill."

These eight factors offer some very clear di-
rections for anyone concerned about creating school cli-
mates that are free of the risk of racial/ethnic harassment.

Conclusion
There is general consensus within the research on racial/
Lthnic harassment that coincides with many of the recom-
mendations that have been put forth regarding sexual ha-
rassment. Much of thi, research has shaped the develop-
ment of successful programs for training students and
adults in schools on how to reduce prejudice and acts of
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discrimination, harassment, and vio-
lence.

Children who are vic-
tims of racial/ethnic harassment are
not unlike their peers kvho have been
vict imi:ed by sexual harassment in that

they have learned not to report it. The
subtle message that they have under-
stood is that if you report it, nothing
will happen, and, in fact, things could
get worse for you. The good news in all
of this, howevu-, is twofold. First,
knowing that harassment exists and
understanding the factors that con-
tribute to it are essential to taking
steps to eliminate the potential for
racially/ethnically hostile environ-
ments. Second, while a study by the
Anti-Defamation League and the University of Cali-
fornia (Sonnenschein, 1988) reveals a rather depressing
picture of the beginnings of bias and prejudice, the study also
concluded that because young children have not finished
their development, there is still time to reverse the false
stereotypes they have formed about other people. It is not
too late to engage the young in self awareness and in ways
that will allow them to change their attitudes about other
people. As educators and adults concerned with equal
educational opportunities for all children, we are in a strong

position to do something about it.
Ironically, it is the diversity in our people

that brings out the richness in our society. The intended
outcome of school desegregation was to unite our society
racially so that children would be able ro learn free of bias
and prejudice. James Banks applauds desegregation as
bringing "the opportunity for harmony" bur warns that it
also has "the potential for more conflict unless there are
interventions to improve understanding and tolerance
among students" (O'Neil, 1993). The down side of this
coming together is that, hy creating schools that are more
diverse hut allowing our communities in which we live to
continue to be segregated, we inadvertently create places
where bias and prejudice learned outside of school will
grow if left unchecked and unchallenged.

There are a number of actitms that can be
implemented at the sc h iii level ui order to promote posi-
tive learning environments for all students. (See the pro-
grams described by Marta Larson and Tasha Lebow else-
where in this publication tor specific recommendations.)
Perhaps most impiatant, teachers and studmts need first
to be aware (if their own biases. What stereotypes do we
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hold and what generalizations do we
make about others based on thcir
group membership? Awareness is a
first and essential step before we can
move forward in this very sensitive
area of interpersonal relations.
None of us can escape holding bi-
ases, but we can become aware of
them, learn to examine them criti-
cally, and begin to control 'Air ac-
tions so that they are not driven by
bias and prejudice.

It should he the goal of every
educational institution to assure not
only that their schools are free from
bias and prejudice, but that they
take an active role in working to-
ward eradicating it in our society.

"Because the knowledge of the tools of reducing prejudice
is available and awaits our use, we can make significant
inroads on the problem by acting on it" (Pate, 1988, p.
289). Thus, if there could be any good news about the
bad news of harassment in our society, it is the real possi-
bility of eliminating it. We can do it!
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Ethnic Harassment Is Hurtful and Illegal
hy Norma Barquet

MANY t'll. i Were taught when we were yousIg that

name calling, bullying, and.making fun of people
are not acceptable behaviors. Both children and adults
can be hurt by this form of psychological terrorism which
today we call harassment.

Harassment can be motivated b differences
in race and ethnicity as well as gender. We know that
harassment hurts, but we seem to have made it OK in ollr
m.)ciet \ to make fun of others who don't belting to "our
gr, ,up."

Ethnic Harassment Occurs Far Too Often
Ethnic harassment more comintln than we reali:e.
Even though it is negative and hurtful, We seem to mini-
mix its unportance with comments such as: "It's onl
toke" or "We are not hurting an\tine in spet die," or we
turn the tables on those who object and ask: "Where is
our sense ot humor:"

Telling jokes is ,ine of the most insidious
wins in whith people are harassed. We hear jokes it the
wo,kplace and at social functions that insult women (e.g.,
the dumb blond, mother in-laws, grandmothers, en. .1 I n d

people whose ethnicit \ or race is easily identifiable.
riles, Aral's, I lispanit s, American Indmns, Atrit iii
Ament ails, and Jews are among the gtoups that are the
constant target ot jokes. Yet seldom do people openly
objet t when these 'tikes are being told.

The media also contribute to this problem.
\Vomen continue to be stereotyped in commercials and
television programs as shallow, incompetent, and laugh-
able. Women are also characteri:ed as either dumb, sex
symbols who have nothing to offer except "being pretty"
or as helpless moms who spend their entire day whining
and cleaning house.

Ethnic and racial minorities, on the other
hand, are portrayed as one-dimensional criminals or ter-
rorists and are made into objects of fear, humor, or ridi-
cule. Cartti, ins and some of the int,st popular Disney
movies made especially for children, such as "Aladdin"
and the "Lion King," are filled with sexist, racist, and eth-

Ethnic harassment has
its roots in issues of

power and oppression.

not ent nit messages which most parents don't even reto.,..,,-

m:e, let alone discuss with their children.
\Ve kntiw t liii ethnic hdrassmem his us

rtttums ii issues ot power and oppression. The imbalance ot
power and priydege in our sot let \ allow s St tnte re,,ple to

have a false sense of superkint based tin supert it i,i1 and

'then irrational fit nits suit as skin color, physical charat -

tj
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teristics, language usage, gender, and socioeconomic sta-
tus. These factors make other people more recogni:able
as members of a group and therefore a clearer target for
harassment and hate crimes.

With few exceptions most groups have been
the target of ethnic harassment in this country at one
time or another. Almost every ethnic group that has im-
migrated to this country, as well as the American Indians
who lived in this land before the invasion by Europeans,
has been subjected to ethnic stereotypes, put downs, and
hostility. For example, terms such as "paddy wagon" and
"hooligan" were derogatory terms used to demean the
Irish. "The only good Indian is a dead Indian" is another
phrase which has been used to degrade American Indians.
So, whether you are Irish, Polish, German, Arabic, Ital-
ian, Mexican, Puerto Rican, Jewish or Vietnamese, you
probably have experienced the pain of being ridiculed by
members of other groups.

Yet, some members of those groups which
have experienced harassment and discrimination in the
past have either forgotten that history or have internal-
i:ed their own oppression and, in turn, have become the
oppressors of more recent immigrants who are still so-
cially, politically, and economically outside of the main-
stream of society.

RaLcial/ethnic intolerance seems to thrive on
a perceived pecking order with regards to social class.
However, ethnic/racial harassment and hate crimes can
also occur among groups of similar social status who come
from different racial, ethnic, or religious backgrounds.
Conflicts between Hispanics and African Americans, Af-
rican Americans and Koreans, and between Croatians
and Serbs in this country are only a few examples of this
serious problem.

Unfortunately, because we live in a highly
segregated societ, we also suffer from cultural isolation
and lack of exposure to people whLise culture, language,
religion, or race are different from our own. Thus, as the
adult role models in our society, we are raising children
who often use ethnic slurs, jokes, and other put downs
when dealing with children different from themselves. In
nom ',el tors of our society the ethnic and racial lines are
as accent toted as; they were twenty years ago.

The business sector has only recently begun
to deal with issues of diversity such as sexual harassment
and cross-cultural communication because these issues
have caused walk t in the workplace, nuNding produc
tivit. In the past 1 5 years we have attempted to label
and define sexual and ethnic/racial harassment in order
to eliminate this destructive behavior.
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Harassment Is Unwelcome
In normal human interaction, people give each other
feedback regarding communication and what is welcome
or unwelcome. When individuals disregard this feedback
and ignore the other person's request to stop unwelcome
communication, the result is harassment.

We suffer from cultural isolation and
lack of exposure to people whose

culture, language, religion, or race are
different from our own.

In many cases the !Larasser is in a position of
power or influence and uses 11.:,t position to gain greater
control over the person who is in a vulnerable position.
We must be aware of any imbalance of power existing
between the two persons involved in order to assess issues
of control and intimidation and their effect on the person
being harassed.

Harassment can also manifest itself as a less
blatant "hostile environment" where there appears to be
no specific victim or victimi:er. Bob Croninger describes
this form of harassment in his article in this issue.

Ethnic Harassment Is Against the Law
The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
and the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) in the U.S. re-
partment of Education are responsible for developing
anti-harassment policy guidelines and for enforcing the
laws against sexual and racial and ethnic harassment.

Guidelines to deal with sexual harassment
were established first. The Equal Employment Opportu-
nity Commission published a definition of sexual harass-
ment in 1980. Since then judicial decisions have at-
tempted to give more specificity to the guidelines, but the
following original definition is still current:

L:nweloime .exual advance., requests tor sexual favors,
and tither verbal or physical conduct of a sexual tot lite

lnst ii we sexual hara,s111elll %slum:

al submission to such conduct is node either exrhic mils or
miplicitly a term or condition ot emplos
men!,

s t i l ' i l l t s l i i n t i t ii tcluc t of `11t 11 wthhic in
\Admit is used as the basis tor employment dem attek

h individual;
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c) such conduct has the purpose or effect of substantially
interfering with an individual's work performance or creat-
ing an intimidating, hostile, or Offensive working environ-
ment (U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
1980, Nov. 10).

In 1981, the Office for Civil Rights of the U.S. De-
partment of Education developed a shorter working defi-
nition of sexual harassment:

Sexual harassment consists of verbal or physical conduct of
a sexual nature, imposed on the basis of sex, by an em-
ployee or agent of a recipient that denies, limits, provides
different or conditions of aid, benefits, services or treat-
ment protected under Title IX (internal memorandum
from the director for litigation, enforcement, and policy
services, Office for Civil Rights, to regional civil rights
directors, dated August 31, 1981, p. 2).

In 1993 the Proposed Rules of the U.S.
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission spelled out
a definition of harassment that included race and
ethnicity as well as gender and other human differences:

... (\lethal or physical conduct that denigrates or shows
hostility or aversion toward an individual because of his/
her race, color, religion, gender, national origin, age, or
disability (U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion, 1993, Oct. 1).

In 1994, OCR extended its definition and
guidelines of harassment which had been exclusive to
gender were expanded to include all protected groups.
The investigative guidelines under Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 for investigating issues of racial (eth-
nic) incidents and harassment affecting students in edu-
cational institutions stated that:

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 ... prohibits dis-
crimination on the basis of race, color, or natiim,d origin
in any program or activity receiving Federal financial assis-
tance (p. 11448).

Although the word "race" is used throughout the docu-
ment, it is clearly stated in a footnote that:

For the sake of snnplicity and clarity, the term 'race' shall
be used throughout this guidance to refer ii all torms of
discrimination prohibited by title V1, i.e., r ice, color, and
national origin (p. 11448, Footnote 2).

Furthermore, the procedures under Title VI state that:

INlo individual may be excluded from participation in. be

dented the beneliti of sir otherwise be subjected to discrimina-
tion on the ground of race, color, or national origin under
,iny program or activity that receives Fedentl funds. Ra-
cially based conduct that has such an effect and that con-
sists of difkrent treatment of students on the basis ot race by
recipients' agents or employees, actun; within the scope of
their official duties, violates title VI. In addition the exist
(met' ot a racially hostile envininment that is created. en-
couraged, accepted, tolerated or lett umorrected by a re-
cipient also constitutes different treatment on the basis of
race in violation of title VI (p. 11448, emphasis added).
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Schools which are recipients of federal funding risk the

loss of that funding if they do not comply with these pro-
cedures.

Harassment Hurts Student Achievement
Student performance in school can he adversely affected
when harassment of any kind is present. In fact, if the
behavior is persistent or threatening enough, students
may drop out of school or even attempt suicide to avoid
the pain and humiliation. This is why we must insist that
our schools he free of all types of harassment.

Schools are usually uncomfortable
with the issue of harassment.

Educational institutions should play a sig-
nificant role in the process of eliminating all types of ha-
rassment, yet schools are usually uncomfortable with the
issue of harassment and are unprepared to stop it. Other
articles in this issue are intended to help schools develop
policies and procedures to deal with all forms of harass-
ment and to offer models and programs which will help
ensure that our schools are free of all types of harassment.

Desegregation Assistance Centers, such as
the Programs for Educational Opportunity, can help you
plan and implement prejudice reduction and anti-harass-
ment workshops for students, staff and the community. If
necessary, parents of students or student advocates can
call the Office for Civil Rights, U.S. Department of Edu-
cation, and request that an investigation be conducted
into incidences of harassment.

As individuals we must also begin by raising
the level of awareness among our klmily, friends, and co-
workers regarding the different types of harassment, how
it manifests itself, its devastating consequences, and its
legal consequences. And above all, as parents, we nuist
instill in our children, by word and by example, that ha-
rassment is no laughing matter.
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Checklist and Survey

Is Harassment a Problem in Your School?
by Marta Larson

Tills ..,,,,ESSMENT has two parrs: a checklist and a sur-

vey. The checklist is intended to help school per-
sonnel assess their school or district's effort to prevent
harassment from occurring. The survey is intended to
help school personnel assess the level of harassment actu-
ally occurring in their building. The survey does not ask
the actual number of harassment events that occur hit
rather assesses general nwareness of harassment events.

The checklist and survey can be used separately or
together. They apply to harassment of both students and
staff. You may want to include a definition of harassment
(see page 14-16) when circulating these materials, along
with an explanation of how the results will be used and
reassurance that individual responses will he kept
confidential. The checklist and survey are updated
versions of my checklist and survey origin:,.il published in
Title IX Line, Vol. IV, No. I, Fall, 1983, by our office.

Checklist:
What Has Been Done to Prevent

Harassment in Your School?
Check each action that has been taken in your school
or district, count the number of check marks, and turn to
"Scoring the Checklist" to see how your district rates.

1. Do you have a specific policy against harassment
and a written code of conduct that publicizes it?

Do you have such a policy?

Does the policy address sexual, racial/ethnic, sexual
orientation, and differently-abled harassment?

Does the policy contain the minimum elements of a
definition, procedures, sanctions, and prescribed method
for mitifying people?

Is there a procedure to inform new employees and new
students of the policy!

Is there any reference tii harassment in the student
discipline code!

Does the student handbook contain p)licy language
regarding harassment!

Does the employee handbook contain policy
language regarding harassment!

Programs for Educat ional Opportunity
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Do union contracts and affirmative action plans for
the district contain policy language regarding harassment?

Are student job training work sites notified of the
harassment policy?

Are vendors and salespersons visiting the district
apprised of the policy?

2. Do you have a grievance procedure to handle
complaints about harassment and to monitor its
effectiveness? (This may or may not be the same as
other grievance procedures.)

Do you have a grievance procedure for harassment?

Does the grievance procedure provide an opportunity
for informal consultation and, where appropriate, informal
resolution before moving into formal procedures!

Does the grievance procedure provide for impartial
investigation that includes fact finding, careful review,
due process, and opportunity for appeal?

Does the grievance procedure include an appropriate
remedy based on the severity of offense and institutional
corrective action where there is a finding of harassment!

Has information about this procedure been
disseminated to employees and students:

Is a similar grievance procedure written into any union
contracts?

Has this procedure been disseminated to vendors
and salespersons visiting the district?

3. Are you prepared to receive and respond to
complaints?

Is there at least one complaint manager in every
building in the district, including non-instructional sites
such as the bus garage or district iidministrat ion
building?

Are there complaint managers ot both genders, and is
the group balanced by ethnicity, race, and linguistic
Qr.( omp ?

Do all students and staff know the n,one and location
of at least two ctimplaint managers!

1/4 /
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Are those wishing to file a complaint allowed to go to
any complaint manager they feel comfortable with, rather
than being required to see the one in their building?

Have the complaint managers and investigators
received regular yearly training?

Do t he complaint managers meet on a regular basis to
engage in group problem solving and to identify their
needs for further training and support?

Are the complaint managers given released time from
their regular duties to attend to complaint management
and record keeping tasks?

Do the complaint managers have access to training
and legal advice regarding the proper processing of
complaints and potential legal liability?

Do administrators work cooperatively with complaint
managers, i.e., are sanctions and remedies actually
applied?

Does the administration and school board receive
regular statistical reports by building and district regarding
the number and type of formal and informal complaints
filed and their disposition?

4. Do you foster an atmosphere of prevention by sensi-
tizing students and staff to the issue of harassment?
Does the definition of harassment make it clear that
sexual, racial/ethnic, sexual orientation, and differently-
abled harassment are included?

Does the district mission statement reflect a commit-
ment to mutual respect for all people?

Has there been a training program for district admini-
strators in the past two years?

Has there been a training program for district employ-
ees including job training supervisors in the past two
years!

Has there been a training program tOr students in the
past two years?

Do staff members tnodel tl-w use of appropriate lan-
guage 111,1 behavior at all times?

Are pamphlets and/or posters 1ac.v.sing students and
employees about the nature of harassment and its legal
Unplications easily found around the school?

I las a school-wide cimference ir spetkout been held to
sensitize the school community to the issue of harassment!

Is information about preventing harassment and what
to do if it occurs a routine part of the K-12 curriculum!

Do staff members promptly intervene in situations
where they observe harassment?

Is offensive graffiti that violates the harassment policy
promptly removed?

Do student leaders take an active role in the effort to
prevent harassment?

Have events where harassment flourishes, such as "flip
up" days and pep rally cross-dressing skits, been
eliminated?

l-hive past irkadents of harassment been resolved fairly
and appropriately?

Do students and staff members feel comfortable talking
openly about harassing incidents, problematic areas, and
attitudes?

5. Have you reached out to populations of students
known to be particularly vulnerable to harassment?

Have support groups been established for students
enrolled in vocational or academic classes that are
nontraditional for their gender, race, or ethnicity!

Are students who drop vocational or academic classes
that are nontraditional for their gender, race, or ethnicity
routinely surveyed to establish the reason for dropping and
to determine whether harassment played any role in their
decision?

Are student placement work sites routinely visited and
evaluated for freedom frcin harassment?

SCORING THE CHECKLIST

37.44 points: Your district has obvIously embarked up in a well
planned and doernoned etiort to ehmmate harassment.

27.30 points: Although your district has inans gots.] points in its
efforts to prevent harassment, there are still a few Areas %%here lin.
prtivements should be made. Locate the pants on the checklist that
you didn't check otl, and ci instder how you can improve the Situation
in those areas.

17.35 points: \Vhile von are maktng some eltt ills to prevent ha-
rassment in your dist rk t, you need to supplement that ohm- in many

areas. c admuustering the stirs es tit detennme the level ot
rassillent m your ilistitu. t, and use the results of the urvet to begin
ident its ing areas to consentrate on.

10 points: You( distrkt should examme this mum trom the
standpoint ot legal liability. Assess district pilk les and %Yolk toward

e-it akar,n,s, die plol,lunt stitlitit the distric t. 'set spec ins dead

lines tor complet mg eaih phase ot the Ott tit. ads mg for as .

sist.ince trom an imtsicle auenc silk 11 as the Programs tor bdusat lona'
Opp irtunitk
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Survey:
Is Harassment a Problem

in Your Building?
In Marta Larson

Please answer these questions as best you c,

1. Do you know of instances of harassment that have
happened in your building?

yes no.

If yes, what kind of harassment was it! (Check all that
apply):

sexual racial/ethnic

sexual orientation differently abled

If yes, was the harassment between:

students/students students/staff

staff/staff

How many instances have you heard of in the past year?

one two to five six or more

2. Do you know of students who have dropped a class
or had their grades affected because of harassment?

yes no

How many instances have you heard ot in the past year!

one two to five six or more

3. Do you know of staff members who were denied
promotions, were fired, or who quit because someone
harassed them?

yes no

How many instances have you heard of in the past year!

One two to five six or more

4. In cases of harassment that you know about, what
did the victim do? (check all that apply)

ignored it

ClImplained t sChOtll

told harasser to stop

complained to stimeone outside the sch,,,,1

ciii alonig with it

19

5. What happened in cases of harassment which you
know were reported to school authorities? (Check all
that apply)

the charge was found to be true

nothing happened

the charge .i.as found to be false

the charge is snIl being processed

action was taken against the harasser

do not know wh it happened

action was taken against the victim

6. In cases of harassment which you know of, if the
victim did nothing, why do you think she/he did
nothing? (Check all that apply)

did not know what to do

did not want to hurt the harasser

didn't think it was necessary to report

was too embarrassed

didn't think anything would be done

didn't know .t was against poItcy

was afraid the harasser would get even

thought it would make him/her uncomfortable
with her/him in the building

7. How widespread do you think harassment is in this
building?

it goes on all the t tine

it only happens to a few people

it happens to a fair number of people

it doesn't happen

Please check the categories that best apply to ou:

male female

It air race/ethnic it v

Linguage vou speak!

Are vial a student stall member other:

(It tither, please specit\
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On Preventing Harassment:
Tips for Parents and Community Members

Marta Larson

MAN) API ITS can think back to their youth and re

call incidents of racial, ethnic and/or sexual harass-
ment. They can sometimes remember ways in which
adults tried to help, hut in many cases they were "on their
own'' in dealing with these incidents. Unfortunately,
many adults do not realize how painful harassment can be.
Sometimes they are nol fully aware of their own power to
do something about it. They may rationalize that !hey
lived through it and children will just have to do the
same, or they may feel that they do not have the skills
and/or knowledge to cause changes in the system.

This article explores strategies to prevent
harassment and to help children who experience it. The
strategies represent a wide variety of approaches, ranging
from highly individual to community-wide, for parents
and community members at all levels of skill and self-con-
fidence.

Examine Your Own Behavior
Get to know people who are from other cultures or who
speak a language different from your own. This is particu-
larly important for those who live where all or many of the
other people are very similar to themselves. It is human
nature to seek similarity, so we must push ourselves to find
opportunities to interact in meaningful and positive ways
with others who are different from ourselves. Both adults
and children can look for ways to do this. Be sure that
this effort goes beyond eating in ethnic restaurants or at-
tending ethnic festivals to include meaningful contact
with people from other cultures and language groups.

Refuse to participate in, or laugh at, biased
jokes and innuendoes. The day of the dirty joke or ethni-
cally biased/racist joke is gone, and many work places
have begun to recognize that such jokes make some groups
of people feel uncomfortable. If you tell these jokes or
laugh at them, you are contributing to an linc()Infortable
atmosphere. Even if you are a member of the group being
insulted, you cannot be MM.' that everyone listening is en-
joying the "humor."

Speal, up in the victim's defense when you
witness others harassing someone. All too often we watch
is 'Auncline 5,15 s or does Slimet hills.; that makes us timder

it it doesn't make the victim uncomfortable. Being a si-
lent witness may allow the harasser to believe that others

11111111111111!

fir

4.

ilvdtd, ,4 I h

The cox er from Trq I lai.kjak. a literal translation into Arabic ot In

It) 1(Mr [WU,. Such translat1011, dre Usetul for patents who are literate in
lani4gages other than English. See page 36 to order.

agree with what is occurring. We must each get involved
in these situations, either to confront the harassment di-
rectly or to deflect the interaction away from the victim.
If someone comes to you and describes a harassment situa-
tion, do not press them to "laugh it off' or "ny not to let it
bother" them. Support the victims in their efforts to stop
the harassment.

Demonstrate bias-tree behavior by using all-
inclusive, nonsexist language. Many of us grew up using
words that indicated that certain (most) jobs were as-
sumed to be held by males, or that suggested that the en-
tire world was white, Christian, etc. It can be a lifelong
etiort to recognize and remove this fnum our language, but
it is well worth while.

Refuse to accept harassment toward yourself,
particularly when children are present. They need to see

r
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others who demonstrate appropriate methods for stopping
unacceptable behavior. Ignoring harassing behavior rarely
causes the harasser to cease; it encourages the continua-
tion of the behavior.

Work with Your Children
Begin at preschool age to teach your children about simi-
larities and differences between people, and help them to
appreciate diversity. Create an environment at home that
contrasts with gender and culturally biased messages of the
wider society. Choose book5, dolls, toys, wall decorations,
TV programs, and music that reflect diverse images that
children may not see in their immediate community. We
should make sure that all children have these experiences
that prepare them to interact appropriately with others as
adults.

Do not make stereotype-based assumptions
about your child's skills, interests, or abilities, and do not
allow others to do so. Discuss stereotypes with your child
so they can recognize them. If you find your child point-
ing out stereotypes that you express, you are on the right
track. Support your child's efforts.

Teach your children that they are worthy of
making choices and decisions by allowing them plenty of
safe opportunities to make choices and learn from their
mistakes. Help them to study the choices they make, and
the results of their choices, whether the outcome is good
or bad. Teach your children problem-sol,,ing skills, so
that they can cope with the results of their choices and
decisions, and so that they can decide what strategies to
use if they experience harassment.

Talk with your children about harassment
and what they can do if it happens to them. Provide
plenty of chances to practice methods for stopping harass-
ment. Be sure that your child knows who at die school is
responsible for protecting them from harassment (usually
called a complaint manager) and how to make a com-
plaint. Teach your children to tell you about harassment
when it happens, so you can help. Read stories about ha-
rassment with your children and try to figure out together
what the person could have done to stop the harassment.

If your children experience harassment, help
them to do something about it. Do not allow it to be
"swept under the rug." Depending upon your child's age
and maturity, either talk with the person designated as
complaint manager yourself, go with your child when they
talk to the complaint manager, or have your child tell you
about the visit to the complaint manager if they wish to
go alone. If necessary, find another adult to help you deal
with the situation calmly and effectively.

Investigate the School's Prevention Efforts
Check to see that the school has a policy on harassment,
make sure that all needed components (found elsewhere
in this newsletter) are included, and verify that the
method for filing a complaint is clear. Check to see that
the harassment policy is clearly stated in staff and student
handbooks.

Request a copy of the school's plan for pre-
venting harassment. Check the plan to assure that the
district has measures for prevention as well as efforts to
handle complaints. Verify that the school's prevention
efforts are sincere by checking to see that the elements of
the plan have been carried out.

Look around the school buildings for signs
that notify staff and students that harassment is prohib-
ited. Be sure that the signs include the names and toca-
tions of the complaint managers. Do a small survey by
asking students if they know the policy on harassment and
who to talk to if they have a complaint.

Check the school discipline policy o see
that harassment is included as a prohibited behavior, and
determine whether penalties for confirmed harassment are
adequate and comparable to penalties for similarly serious
behavior. Ask abot,' how many students have been
charged with harassrm-nt, and what hz.ppened to those
found to be guilty.

Check to see that all school personnel have
received training in harassment prevention and know
their responsibilities if they receive a complaint or observe
harassment taking place. Ask about how the school plans
to be sure that new employees receive the same informa-
tion.

Ask to see curriculum materials that teach
students about harassment. Check to be sure that the
school policy is included. See that the materials cover tile
definition of harassment, steps to follow if a student is ha-
rassed, discussion of the difference between harassment
and flirting, information about student rights, and practice
exercises to help students feel comfortable in responding
to and reporting harassment.

Watch for potentially offensive signs, skits,
posters, actions, etc., in school-sponsored events such as
pep rallies, student newspapers, spirit week, and parent
newsletters. Some examples include exaggerating and
mocking physical attributes of any group, satire that is
cruel, and racial or sexual slurs. These things should be
brought to the attention of the school administration. Do
this in a calm, nonthreatening manner, but follow up on it
if the offensive materials or actions are not corrected.
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Help the School in Prevention Efforts
Volunteer to serve on committees that work toward creat-
ing a harassment-free environment. Help recruit others.
Ask the school to provide the committee with a written
charge so that the mission is clear. Obtain training in ha-
rassment prevention for the entire committee before it
begins to make plans for the school.

Provide students with materials like Tune In
co Your Rights (Morris et al., 1985). Contact .outh groups
in the community, and volunteer to work w th small
groups of students to help them learn about harassment
and what they can do to prevent it.

Volunteer to help administer a survey to
learn about what types of harassment are occurring in the
school or district. Present the results of the survey at a
school board meeting.

Encourage the high school newspaper to
write articles about harassment incidents and harassment
prevention. You may need to give them some sample ar-
ticles or ideas from other places first; then stand back and
let them do the writing.

Volunteer to help a teacher to work with
students on peer training in harassment prevention. Help
them to develop realistic goals for their activities, and en-
courage them to consider how they can reach out to all
segments of the student population.

Organize a group of parents and community
members who will personally contact school board members
about preventing harassment in the schools. If board mem-
bers do not hear from community members, tb ey may believe
that the community is not concerned about harassment and
ignore the problem or downgrade its importance.

Encourage the School to
Work with the Community
Arrange for school representatives to make presentations to
the FTO/PTA, civic groups, and church groups about harass-
ment and how the schools are trying to prevent it. Urge the
district to communicate with parents about harassment
prevention. Offer to write or gain permission to reprint
articles of parent interest. Offer to organize parent groups to
receive training on the subject from the school staff.

The more parents participate in school activi-
ties, the more likely it is that the quality of the school
environment will improve. In the case of preventing harass-
ment, this is extremely true. Parents and community mem-
bers can cause a lot of change in the school climate simply by
pressing the school to address this single issue.
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Complaint Investigation: The Basics

by Marta Larson

THIS ARTICLE provides basic information for com-

plaint managers on methods for investigating com-
plaints. There is no intent or pretense that the reader of
this article will become a skilled complaint investigator.
However, this article provides an outline of needed skills
and a discussion of investigative techniques pertaining to
all kinds of harassment encountered in school, particu-
larly harassment that may be a violation of civil rights, a
criminal offense, or a serious violation of the school's be-
havior code. Further information is available in the refer-
ence materials listed at the end of this article.

Complaint Investigator
Role and Responsibilities
The complaint investigator is usually a district adminis-
trator, but if not, must at least be quasi-administrative.
The complaint investigator should have full authority to
consult the district's legal counsel and to review reports,
files, confidential documents, and any other needed mate-
rials. The investigator should report directly to the super-
intendent on harassment complaints, regardless of who is
designated as her/his official supervisor. The investigator
must also be completely independent in the conduct of
the investigation to avoid suspicion of a biased result.

The investigator must be knowledgeable.
The complaint investigator should have written materials
to assist her/him in investigating cases and receive train-
ing in investigation techniques. She/he should especially
know the content of the district harassment policy, re-
lated state and/or federal laws, procedures for investigat-
ing cases, due process issues, methods for minimizing dis-
trict legal liability, and requirements of the Freedom of
Information Act. The complaint investigator should also
know how to protect her/himself against charges of defa-
mation, malicious interference with employment, and
invasion of privacy charges arising from the investigation.

The investigator must be culturcely sensi-
tive. "If the complainant [or alleged harasser] is someone
whose background might include culturally different ideas
about t. ching others, the proper amount of physical
space between individuals in the wo:kplace, eye contact,
or other aspects of physical relationships between relative
strangers . . Ithe investigator should] learn what baseline
assumptions or ideas play a part" (Wagner, 1992, p. 54,
emphasis added).

The investigator must also be sure she/he is communicat-
ing with the complainant, alleged harasser, and witnesses
effectively. If there is a communication difficulty due to
language differences, lack of speech, or developmental dis-
abilities, an interpreter who is a neutral party and not a
family member should be utilized.

The investigator should use a developmen-
tally as well as culturally appropriate approach. When
interviewing children, it is especially important to avoid
leading them to make statements. This is similar to con-
cerns encountered by those investigating child abuse
cases. Additionally, when interviewing students, the in-
vestigator should give then: more time at the onset to be-
come comfortable, so that they are able to tell their story
as freely as possible.

The investigator is a neutral fact-ftnder.
The investigator must keep her/his opinions private, even
when hearing details of alleged behavior that are person-
ally repugnant or seemingly unbelievable. Expressions of
distaste or disbelief cause the appearance of prejudice and
shouid be avoided. This can be particularly difficult when
interviewing distraught persons where there is a strong
urge to be sympathetic. The investigator should be sensi-
tive without expressing conclusions and maintain a clear
presumption of the accused harasser's innocence, balanced
with concern for the alleged victim.

The investigator must make a complete and
careful investigation. A complete investigation identifies
instances of harassment, protects the district from being
sued over incidents they should have known about, inter-
cepts false charges, protects the district from liability for
erroneous discipline, reduces or eliminates the amount of
any damages that may be obtained by the complainant,
protects possible future victims, and retains local control
by avoiding court ordered remedies. The investigator
must realize that a court appearance may result from the
complaint investigation process and be prepared to testify
regarding the preparation, objectivity, and thoroughness
of the investigation.

It is not necessary to receive a formal com-
plaint. The investigator must investigate all complaints.
Even if a fearful complainant requests that the district not
investigate, or is unwilling to file a formal complaint, the
courts have found that districts are responsible for know-
in about harassment through effective utilization of their
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complaint procedures and have held them responsible.
However, this responsibility should not 1,e

used to elevate a relatively minor situation to the full
investigation level if the problem can be solved by a simple
intervention. For example, the
compiaint manager can go and
look at graffiti in a rest room,
determine whether it is offen-
sive, and if so, have it promptly
removed. In this specific situa-
tion, it is not necessary to open
a file and investigate, although
the situation should be moni-
tored.

When a com-
plaint is brought to the com-
plaint manager's attention, she/
he should first attempt to re-
solve it at the informal level. It
is often better for the person
who recei ves the complaint to
pursue the possibilities of infor-
mal resolution. If the problem
can not be resolved by informal
means, it can be referred to a
different person to investigate
die complaint.

In complaints
related to students, the inves-
tigator must determine
whether there could be a vio-
lation of child welfare laws. If the complaint is regarding
any incident that must be reported to the police, that
report should be made immediately and the investigation
placed on hold. In that case, the complaint manager
should monitor the situation to ascertain whether the al-
leged harassment continues or escalates to a point requir-
ing immediate intervention. If that should occur, the
complaint manager should consult the district's legal
counsel regarding how to proceed.

It is important to conduct an investigation
of all allegations, whether or not there is a criminal case
being developed on the same situation. A criminal case
does not relieve the district of the responsibility for con-
ducting an internal investigation and determining
whether there is probable cause for any district discipline.
It may be that the completed internal investigation will he
sealed until the criminal case is concluded so that there is
no danger of prejudicing the t o..ults of the criminal case.
Discipline may then be rendered following the completion

sof:

of the criminal case.
Many times the complainant (arid/or wit-

nesses) will request assurances of confidentiality as they
provide information about the case. The investigator

should inform all parties that
to the extent possible their
privacy will be protected, but
they should also be informed
that there is no way to con-
duct an investigation without
interviewing the accused
party or parties and witnesses.

The investigator has a
responsibility to assure confi-
dentiality in areas that she/
he can control. This in-
cludes not disclosing facts
about the investigation to
others, warning those inter-
viewed against discussing the
case with others, keeping
records of the investigation in
locked files, and limiting in-
fcrmation dissemination to
those who absolutely must
receive it. This is even more
urgent when the investigator
considers the necessity of pro-

41/ 71.
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tecting her/himself against
charges of defamation by the
accused harasser.

The complainant and witnesses should
also be protected by district policy against retribution
from accused harassers or their supporters. The investiga-
tor has the duty to inform them of this and to monitor the
situation during and following the investigation.

Key Steps in Conducting an Investigation
Complaint investigations should be done both promptly
and thoroughly. The investigator should begin within a
very few days after learning of a harassment situation and
should finish with as much speed as possible, usually
within a few weeks.

The investigator should plan all interviews
carefully. She/he should prepare a list of detailed ques-
tions designed to gain information that might prove or
disprove the complaint. The investigator should never
attempt to rely on memory. She/he should avoid wasted
time by determining in advance exactly what information
is wanted from each person being interviewed. The inves-
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tigator should be prepared for answers that lead into an-
other angle of inquiry by predicting what the possible an-
swers may I e and planning how to pursue thi)se issues.
For further ideas on planning interviews, investigators
may refer to the sample list of questions in Wagner (1992,
pp. 133-138).

Review the complainant's statement. Try
to determine the basis for the complaint and gain an un-
derstanding of the issues presented (Pearman & Lebrato,
1984, p. 7). Keep notes regarding questions that arise
when reviewing the statement so that they can he pursued
during the investigation.

The complainant should be interviewed
first to clarify the details of the complaint. As a part of
the interview, the complainant should he informed about
the process that the investigation will follow. This in-
cludes the complainant's legal rights, what the investiga-
tor will do, what will happen and when, the content and
process of the investigation, and who will determine rem-
edies following the investigation. Additionally, the inves-
tigator shoukl ascertain whether the complainant has any
immediate needs, such as fear, that might need to be ad-
dressed at once.

While maintaining a businesslike manner,
the investigator should treat the complainant consider-
ately and respectfully. The complainant should be en-
couraged to be as specific as possible in clarifying his or
her statement including names, dates, frequency, places,
and specific behavior (what happened, the complainant's
response, and the outcome) along with the names and lo-
cation of any witness(es). The investigator should make
careful notes during the interview, both of questions that
she/he asks, as well as the complainant's responses. A
thorough written version of what is alleged to have hap-
pened, based on the interview with the complainant,
should be prepared and signed by the complainant and
placed in the file. This list of allegations will later form
the outline for part of the investigator's report.

An important part of the investigation is de-
termining the effect of the harassment on the victim.
The investigator should document whether the harass-
ment is alleged to have had any negative flect on the
complainant's joh or academic performance, or whether
the harassment is alleged to have created a hostile cli-
mate.

The investigator should identify as specifi-
cally as possible the part or pa+t3 of the district policy or
state/federal law that are alleged to have been violated.
A I I interviews and efforts to obtain evidence should be
aimed at proving whether the specified policy or law has

25

been violated.
Assemble an investigative file and keep it in

a secured location. The file should be organi:ed SO that
anytme opening it could determine the main issues in-
volved in the case and the history of the investigation.
Even while the investigation is underway, the file should
be maintained so that if necessary another person could
assist with or even assume responsibility for the investiga-
tion. The file can also serve as a memory dex ice, enabling
the investigator to ensure that no aspect of the investiga-
tion has been overlooked.

The investigator should keep a time line of
what happened as part of the process. This "helps set
the events in the sequence in v hich they occurred. You
can analy:e this time line in terms of what was happening
in the workplace at the same time, looking at the big pic-
ture for possible motivating factors or triggering events"
(Wagner, 1992, p. 52). Testimony of witnesses can be
added to the time line as they are interviewed, adding a
rich level of detail about what actually occurred.

Define and further plan the investigation.
TI.e plan for the investigation should include the determi-
nation of "who the alleged harassers were, when and
where the incident took place, what was s-id or (It me by
the parties, whether the incid,mt was isolated or part of a
continuing practice, the reaction of the complainant, how
the complainant was effected, whether anyone else wit-
nessed the incident, whether the complainant has talked
to anyone else about the incident, whether there is any
documentation of the incident, and whether the com-
plainant has knowledge of any other target of harassment"
(Lindemann & Kadue, 1992, p. 163, emphasis added).

The investigator should limit the scope of
inquiry. Identify and exclude issues which are not dis-
puted and/or have already been investigated. Screen out
issues which are not relevant to district policy. Winnow
the complaint down to the tightest possible list of issues

investigation.
It is helpful to prepare a step-by-step list of

the investigation plan and check off each step as com-
pleted. This list should contain the names of all witnesses
to be interviewed, as well as a list of all documentary evi-
dence to he collected. Be sure to include everyone who
may have information, especially the alleged harasser.
Do not make the mistake of stopping the investigation
once several witnesses or documents have been located
that appear to .ubstantiate or refute the allegations. This
is especially triw for the alleged harasser, as not interview-
ing this person could later be regarded as a weak point in
tk.invcst igat ion.

7
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The list of witnesses may be supplemented
during the course of the investigation as various inter-
views provide leads to other useful information or persons
to inter% iew. Similarly, the list of documentary evidence
may grow as witnesses are interviewed.

Gather supporting documents and evi-
dence. Often, it is prudent to gather these documents
quickly before there is an opportunity for them to be re-
moved from the files. The investigator should consider
making unannounced visits to offices or other sites to ob-
tain copies of documents. Another approach is to request
that witnesses bring certain documents with them when
they come to be interviewed, without revealing the pur-
pose for the request. Some documentary sources of evi-
dence include personnel file(s), student file(s), perfor-
mance evaluations, and discipline records.

Visit the site where the harassment is al-
leged to have taken place. Sometimes such a visit can
reveal specific information that tends to support or raise
doubts regarding the allegations, such as physical layouts
that would conceal actions from potential witnesses or
make certain actions less likely to have occurred because
there is no place for them to take place without witnesses.
Occasionally, it can he determined that a specific action is
physically possible or impossible based on site characteris-
tics.

Conduct interviews. When interviewing
the alleged harasser, begin by briefing them on the process
that the investigation will follow. Avoid using the term
harassment to describe the complaint, but tell him/her
that "a serious matter has been raised, that Ishe/l he has
been c(mnected to ir, and that it involves unwelcome be-
havior on hisi/herl part" (Wagner, 1992, p. 69). It is also

a good idea to be sure that the alleged harasser under-
stands that the ultimate aim of the investigation is to "end
the illegal or inappropriate activity, if there is any, and
take preventive measures to see that it does not recur"
(Wagner, 1992, p. 70).

The investigator should be prepared to brief
the alleged harasser on his or her due process rights.
The alleged harasser should he advised that the investiga-
tion will be conducted in a neutral manner, cautioned re-
garding confidentiality, and warned against engaging in or
organizing retaliation. The allegations should be re-
viewed with the alleged harasser, and /lc r/his version of
the events should be elicited in the same detail re-
quested of the complainant. Assertions that the com-
plainant had a motive to lie or that the conduct was wel-
come should be explored, and aailable documentation

should be secured. After the interview has been com-
pleted, a signed, written statement detailing all events
that took place related to the alleged harassment incident
should be prepared and signed by the alleged harasser and
placed in the file.

If anyone who is to be interviewed wishes
to have another party including a union representative
or legal counsel present, this must be allowed. The rep-
resentative should not he a family member unless the per-
son being interviewed is a minor. The role of the repre-
sentative is NOT to speak for the person being inter-
viewed, and they should not be allowed to interfere with
questions that the investigator is certain are proper. How-
ever, legal counsel may advise the person being inter-
viewed no' to respond to some questions, and there is
little the irvestigator can do at that moment to compel a
response to those questions. If there is a disagreement on
whether a question is proper, note that down and fight it
out later (Gregg, 1992 and 1993) after consulting the
distriCt's legal counsel.

Elicit a description of what happened from
the perspective of the complainant or alleged victim, al-
leged harasser, and witnesses. Whenever possible, infor-
mation obtained in interviews should be substantiated by
documentary evidence. As each person is interviewed, try
to fill in chronological gaps in the time line, clarify con-
flicting statements, examine inconsistencies in various
witness statements, and clarify conflicts with informalion
in documentary evidence. Pursue the facts upon which
voiced opinions are based. If a person has difficulty re-
membering things, ask questions designed to refresh her or
his memory such as "Was it before or after Spring Break?"

Witnesses can substantiate evidence, provide
cootradictory evidence, substantiate allegations, lead to
other witnesses, direct you to other data, explain docu-
mems and other data, explain policit s and procedures,
and connect between policies and actual practice. Wit-
nesses can include anyone who may have seen the alleged
harassment occur and/or anyone who claims to have re-
ceived the same treatment from the alleged harasser. Re-
liable witness information is firsthand knowledge, not
something that someone else told them, unless witnesses
are verifying that the complainant told them about the
situation, which is a type of evidence.

It is important to realize that not all wit-
nesses will want to be interviewed. If the initial contact
is on the telephone, it is somet lines necessary to conduct
the interview immediately, particularly if the witness
seems reluctant. If an interview reveals that a witness may
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also be a perpetrator, stop the interview and review their
due process rights. Do not use group interviews, as each
person's testimony will taint the other's recollections. Af-
ter each interview is completed, a signed, written state-
ment detailing their testimony regarding all events that
took place related to the alleged harassment incident
should be prepared and signed by the witness and placed
in the file.

Once a preliminary n iund of interview, has
taken place and documentary evidence has been perused,
other questions or documents often come to mind, and the
investigator should follow up on these in a systematic man-
ner. Many experts recommend re-interviewing the com-
plainant, the alleged harasser, and witnesses whose testi-
mony is countered by other tes-
timony or documentary evi-
dence. Lindemann and Kadue
(1992) suggest that,

All parties should have a full
opportunity to rebut adverse
statements. The investigator
slumid consider sharing tenta-
tive determinatItms abtlut the
truth of a harassment claim
with the alleged harasser tn
final interview (p. 166, em-
phasis added).

This may facilitate the retrieval
of additional information that
might hclp to complete the in-
vestigation.

The investigator
must be certain that the inves-
tigation is complete. The in-
vestigator must be sure that evi-
dence has not been overlooked
and that all witnesses are inter-
viewed. The investigation
sbumld not be stopped until all
useful information has been ex-
plored, even where it tends to
duplicate other informat It in al-
ready obtained. I lowever, this
duty to conduct a complete investigation should not be
allowed to delay the prompt completion of the investigati(

where questions remain unanswered. This analysis pro-
cess can actually begin ..ery early in the investigation,
with facts and information obtained during the investiga-
tion fitted into the outline like pieces into a puz:le.

The versions of what happened are often
different, so the investigator must decide which have
more credence. Objective proof of the charges, such as
the testimony of witnesses, is the most persuasive. Unfor-
tunately, objective proof of harassment is rarely available.
It is also necessary to determine whether any of the state-
ments obtained could he false and whether any of those
making statements have any motivation to he untruthful.

Careful consideration shiiuld be given to
cases where it is the complainan;'s word against the al-

leged harasser's word. The
investigator must determine
to what extent the alleged
conduct is likely to have oc-
curred and whether it fits
the district's definition of ha-
rassment. The investigator
should he aware that the
courts have been deciding
many cases on the "reasonable
person" standard, ruling that
behavior that is considered
offensive by a reasonable per-
son of the same sex, age, cul-

Reaching a Conclusion
Analyze the information. Compare the

facts and circumstances of the case with the definition of
harassment on a point-by-point basis, noting any areas

tural group, etc., will be con-
\ sidered harassment.

As the investigation
nears completion, it is a good

idea ro confer with the
district's legal counsel.

(:ounsel should he shown
of the documents generated,
including... interview notes,
... signed statements, and..
. records or other d1icuments
pertinent to the sit oat it m"
(Wagner, 1992. p. 90-91) .

The investigator and legal
counsel must both be satis-

fied that they have arrived at a defensible recommenda-
tion for action and have a plan for addressing problematic
issues that arise, especially if it is possible that the perpe-
trator will be fired or expelled from m:hool.

If the investigator absolutely cannot ascer-
tain who is t4ing the truth, and no documentation can
be discovered, it may be necessary to end the investiga-

r"

,
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tion with no conclusion, educate all involved regarding
the district policy, and monitor the situation to Nee if fur-
ther problems arise.

Prepare and submit the investigator's re-
port of findings. The report should contain an executive
summary section that summari:es the determination,
findings, and information contained in the case file. This
section should be as brief as is practicable, but it should be
written clearly enough so that the reader does not have
any questions that are left unaddressed.

Following the executive summary, the find-
ings should be listed and discussed individually. Each
allegation must be listed in thi: section along with a find-
ing, conclusion, and all evidence that is available to sup-
port the conclusion. Each time a finding refers to docu-
mentary evidence, the item of evidence must be clearly
referenced in the report, and copies of all documentary
evidence should he included in the appendix to the re-
port.

Another section of the report should in-
clude anything that is found that is not harassment but
is inappropriate. This might include student disciplinary
actions, personnel actions, supervisory practices, manage-
ment decision making, and other actions that violate dis-
trict policy, or state or federal law. Some of these actions
may have been attempts to rectify the alleged harassment,
or they may have been well-intentioned but incorrect be-
havior, and some may have been inappropriately moti-
vated. Whatever the reasoning in undertaking these ac-
tions, they should he listed in the report and addressed by
the proptised remedies.

The report should clearly state the
investigator's proposed remedy or remedies if harassment
has been proven or if other inappropriate actions are
found. While the investigator is not always the person
who set: the disciplinary action, she/he should provide a
list of the potential courses of action for review by the ad-
ministrator who will determine the final remedy. Care
should be taken to assure that the remedy does not inad-
vertently punish the complainant.

The report should include a written follmv-
up plan as its final section to assure that no repetition of
the harassment occurs and that no retaliation is taken.
This follow-up plan should include regular contacts with
both parties. Information about the follow-up plan should
be given to kith the c(unplainant and the accused ha-
rasser, whether or not harassment is substantiated.

Once the report has been prepared, all par-
ties to the complaint, both complainant and alleged

harasser(s) should be informed of the results of the in-
vestigation. In cases that end with no formal conclusion,
to avoid any misunderstandings it is important to be sure
that all parties understand that the complaint is neither
upheld nor dismissed.

The institution should take actic n immedi-
ately upon receiving the report of findings. If a progres-
sive discipline code is in effect, it should help to deter-
mine the appropriate disciplinary action. If disciplinary
action is found to be appropriate, the action should be
taken as soon as is possible after due process requirements
are met.

A final responsibility of the investigator is to
keep records of the complaints investigated and to pro-
vide the superintendent and school board with periodic
reports (once or twice a year) on the number and types of
complaints investigated and their disposition. This is nec-
essary even if the superintendent and board have been
privy to some or all of the details of any of the investiga-
tions, as they should he monitoring the overall statistical
picture to determine whether adjustments are necessary in
any district policies and procedures.
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Successful Harassment Prevention Programs

hY Tasita Lehim

THI. II AIIII 11 that an ounce of prevention is. w irth
more than a pi ,und of cure certainly applies to ha-

rassment and prejudice reduction programs in schools. In,
suturing prevenniin strategies insures the nuist effeL rive
use of school time and resources by defusing L (inflicts he-
fore they escalate into seriou, incident,. The educational
process is so intricatek connected to the social experienLe
that efforts to improL e interaction patterns of staff and
students greatly affect how well children learn.

Anti-harassment work must reduce preiudiLe
and build underst,mding between divers(' grimps. Con-
fronting the vestiges of discriminat il in, racism, sexism, and
bias can greatly improve the school experience by reduc-
ing incidents of violence, increasing participation of his-
torically under-represented groups, and improving student
achievement.

In our society and among l it.: r yinith, violenee
has reached epidemic levels. I larassment is a close relative
and often :in equal player in contemporary violence. I ncre2s-
inu, reports of hatassment in work settings, in the military,
and on college campuses require increased attention to
prevet a ii in st. ategies. Employers report that more people are
now reprimanded or fired from their jobs for interpersonal
reasons than for reasons related to work skills. Racist or sexist
insults are often cimtponents of fights and are regularly
touted a, -fighting wiirds. Violence and confliLt resiilution
programs in schools develop new anti-harassment skills
essential fig young people
Outstanding academic schoi. 4-
mg will prove useless ro a per-
son who can not hve and work
compatibly with others.

Developing st li-
dent s' interpersi inal sk ill, and
fostermg acceptance of others
itre hasic to student success in
classroi,m, and in the wider
world. Ti, be effective, pre-
sent ion strategies must he di-
verse, comprehensive, coordi-
nated and infused t hi, iughout
the school experteike. What
I, ,I1,,w, is .1 bask template kir

design rig an effective pri igram

to impri ,L L. school titillate and

-

to prevent harassment incidents. While these suggestions
are mit all inclusive, they are intended to describe strategies
that help construct a schen d climate and culture with a high
level of mutual tolerance and a reduced level of harassment.

Implement a Strong Anti-Harassment
Policy and Disseminate It Widely
The first step is ro issue an emphatieallY worded polio
that details procedure,, processes, and key personnel for
investigation and rest ultition of harassment complaints.
Policies and procedure, must be communicated in clear,
concise language that is easily understood by the antici-
pated audience. Avoid legal jargon and reword the Dilicy
kir younger students ti focus on mutual respect, courtesy,
fairness and kindness. Provide formal translation, of poli-
cies for Ili innat ive English speakers.

The most effective polic Mil include:
exainple, of harassing behaviors that are unacceptable;
delineation of complaint procedures, including informa-

tion tor contacting the district's complaint managers;
descriptions of possible sanctions brought against harass-

ers for varying les els ot offenses;
identification of a complaint managersiimeone who is

knowledgeable of the issues, accessible, compassionate,
and nonthreatening;

dissemination methods and procedures for informing
staff, students, and parent, ot the policy.

A routine plan for informing
new students and emplilyees
of this and other crucial
policies should also be in
place.

The strongest roliLie,
will include prinection for
complainants against repris-

e,

als or retaliat kin, by accused
harassers. While school dis-
tricts canniq entirely pre-
vent reprisals or retaliations,
they can discourage them bL
issuing strong warnings
against them, stat ing
qui:1k es for slit h liehavior,
and tollowing through when
they occur.

11,

r-, ,
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Establish Zero Tolerance for Harassment
Maintain high expectations for tolerance and understand-
ing amting all students and staff members. Every,me
should feel compelled to take action quickly because
"trivial" racist and sexist incidents (like telling derogatory
jokes or using offensive "playful" teasing) can escalate if
not confronted swiftly and strongly. Observers of such
incidents need to feel and act upon their own responsibil-
fry as passive participants. The role of an inactive by-
stander is not neutral. Inaction and silence in the pres-
ence of prejudiced comments or actions actually help le-
gitimi:e the behavior. Most likely the behavior then esca-
lates, making the silent bystander a contributor to the
negative pattern. These events can become useful "teach-
able moments" for examining archaic stereotypes, cultural
values, or biased messages not clearly understood by all.

Implement High Quality
Multicultural, Gender-Fair Education
Prejudice is the child of ignorance. Education by its very
definition should impart knowledge that works to defuse
prejudice and bias. When schools implement comprehen-
sive multicultural/gender-fair curriculum that recogni:es
and celebrates the contributions of all cultural groups, stu-
dents' understanding and appreciati,mboth of their per-
sonal history and of our collective American experience
are greatly enhanced. This understanding leads to higher
levels of tolerance and respect by building an accurate,
inclusive picture of who we are as a society.

But some "multicultural" programs can actu-
ally work against this goal. To build real understanding of
cultural similarities and differences a contextual frame-
work about the complex and universul nature of culture
must be in place. Regardless of how engaging they may
seem, trivial or token multicultural activities that are not
connected to a larger context present incomplete and dis-
torted representations of cultural groups. This "tourist
approach" to multicultural education and activities
counters the goal of multicultural understanding, as Louise
Derman-Sparks explains in the Ami-I3ias Curriculum
(1989). It can reduce rich and c(implex cultures to singu-
lar events, crafts, or customs and emphast:e the "other-
ness" of the group being studied.

Both process and content must be addressed
to produce quality multicultural program,. Admittedly,
the content of multicultural education is substantial. Es-
tablishing a contextual framework for the events, activi-
ties, and stories of multicultural education is worth the
investment in planning as it greatly improves the meaning
and learning potential. The work of Derman-Sparks

(1989), Sonia Nieto (1992), Hilda Herniinde: (1989),
James Banks and Cherry McGee Banks (1931), and others
can help articulate the key factors that can transform a
string of disconnected though interesting activities into a
solid body of study that connects students to their own
personal identities and to the larger world.

Work to Build an Inclusive School C thure
The school culture should demonstrate recognition of and
appreciation for all people. Sonic harassing behavior; ob-
served in schools mimic the humiliation of others that
children see in the media or in their communities. In act,
in the 1994 AALAV study of sexual harassment among
students, the most frequent response to, "Why do students
engage in sexual harassment?" was, "It's just a part of
school life; a lot of people do it."

Institutions that maintain traditional male-
centric culture, such as the military and male-only clubs
and work sites, are more likely to have incidents of sexual
harassment. Likewise, in schools where messages about
performance, behavior, and expectation all reinforce male
dominance, incidents of harassment towards girls are
likely to be commonplace. Similarly, schools that have
Anglo-preference/dominance are likely to experience rac-
ist incidents in which student act out the power differen-
tials they view as the prerogative of the powerful.

This hidden curriculum in our schools needs
consideration. Subtle messages about power hierarchies
are internali:ed by even very young students. If communi-
catitm and decisions aliive only in a top-down direction,
and if traditional gender or ethnic expectations are rigidly
maintained, expressions of bias and prejudice are more
likely among students and staff. Modeling inclusive deci-
sion-making demonstrates respect for dissenting points of
view and fosters similar respect in student interactions.

Help Students Develop Communication Skills
Breaking historic patterns of mistreatment and disrespect
supports universal goals of quality education. Educators
strive to help students think critically and develop stront,
communication skills. These skills should alleviate their
need to fall back on archaic stereotypes and prejudice.
Coupled with assertiveness skills, communication skills
improve students' abilities to speak up when harassment is
threatened, or to intervene in a harassing incident. A
confident, strong individual is much less likely to be a ha-
rasser, and if harassed, is le, likely to teel last ing negative
effects from the incident.

Prevention ,trategies must full ill our respon-
sibility to those students wno are most likely to be the tar-
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gets of harassment. We must work to strengthen their self
concept and provide them with an arsenal of skills for
their own self pro-ection. Helping students of color, girls,
and students with disabilities develop a strong sense of
themselves that celebrates their heritage and personal
identity will help them deflect the negative messages sent
by society and some individuals. Empowering them with
knowledge of their rights and avenues of recourse, such as
civil rights law and other vehicles for mediation of com-
plaints, are essential for their self defense. Because c !-

tura! variables impact so strongly on communication style
and content, pregram designers should he attentive to the
cultural relevance of such program components to ensure
greatest effectiveness.

Establish In-Depth Diversity Programs
Diversity programs can support staff members who are
studying diversity content and working through the com-
plex personal and professional issues. The most effective
definition of diversity is one that is the most inclusive.
There is a place for everyone within the framework of di-
versity awareness, as all people have cultural identities.
Defining the benefits of diversity awareness so that every-
one is included can disarm much initial hesitation to em-
brace the issues. The overall goal of any diversity aware-
ness program is to build the perspective and knowledge
that will help individuals celebrate the many ways we are
similar, and to successfully negotiate the ways we are dif-
ferent. Difference must no longer be perceived as "less
than" or "worse than." Learning to suspend the auto-
matic, often unconscious biases and value judgments re-
lated to difference that haunt many of us is one of the
most critical, but most challenging pieces of building di-
versity awareness.

Essential to this goal is developing an effec-

tive process for ongoing dialogue between individuals and
groups. Developing a climate of trust and honesty and a
new, common language and process is essential for coming
to terms with diversity issues and our own biases. We can
all benefit from a nonthreatening, trusting environment
in which to ask queqions, reveal personal issues, and talk
through complex personal and professional questions.
Long-term, small study groups, task forces, or diversity
teams of intere:;tcd and concerned staff members are, in
the long run, more effective than mandatory, one-shot
programs. A diversity study group can become a valuable
sounding board for staff members to examine local school
issues, to share questions and to brainstorm possible solu-
tions. It can provide a safe place to address local or per-
sonal questions relating to diversity. Such groups often
develop effective strategi. that are recogni:ed by the
wider population as progressing in a favorable direction.
Other staff members often will turn to such a group for
assistance and leadership once it is recogni:ed as a force
for positive professional and personal growth.

It is important, though, that all staff mem-
bers receive information on diversity issues. The message
must be broadcast to all staff members, including part-time
paraprofessionals, parents, and commun,ty members. In-
fusing diversity awareness into broad agendas with regular-
ity is more effective that one focused program. Reinforc-
ing this message by fostering opportunities for individuals
to become involved with voluntary, organized groups or
activities will pr(xluce the optimum outcome.

Involve Student Leaders in Developing
Diversity Programs for Students
Student leadership can have the twofold outcome of help-
ing individuals develop their own understanding and
knowledge and helping to identify problems and strategies
that will work with the general student population. St..-
dent leaders have a natural sense of how to communicate
controversial messages to their peers. If, for example, stu-
dent leaders reword anti-harassment policies into plain,
age-appropriate language for dissemination, it is likely to
be communicated more effectively to the student body.
Student audiences are more likely to embrace a message
that comes from sincerely involved and committed peers.

Inviting key student leaders to participate in
diversity programs can strengthen the message and help ward
off potential problems. Athletic eventsand other inter-
scht,lastic competit icinst hat bring students into conmi.
with teams from other communities, are also, unfortunately,
potential occasions for harassment or expressions of preju-
dice. Involving students who participate in athletics, debate,

C.?
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and other competitive ictivities in
diversity prognuns can help prevent
such undesirable Interactions. In-

vol ving students who are popular and

strong influences on their peers and
whO are 'Nit-el-mid role models can
also contribute to the overall pro-
gram.

Closely Monitor
Potential Trouble Spots
The hist, iry of harassment e, ulipla ints,

lawsuits, and other kinds of griev-
ances offers useful guidance for iden-
tifying potential trouble spots in
schools. Here are a few examples of
spots to watch.

When students who
dropout of nimtradit m mal v()cati(inal

or advanced math and sc ience c iurses

are asked about the reason for withdrawing, they frequently
report negative class climate and student harassment as the
causes. We are still in an era where courses that have been
traditionally disproportionate by race, ethnicity Or gender
are potential :-.01.1rces of harassment for those pioneering
students or staff member, who integrate them. I lostility may
he extremely subtle or frigIiteningly forceful. Teachers and
program designers in these areas have a Lgal and moral
re ponsibiht y zo protect students In mi liii. dents if exclusti in
and expressions of prejudice. Instructumal strategies that
emphasize teamwork and minimize student ctimpent ion can
greatly improve classroom dynamics. Aggressi( c recruiting
programs to interest more nontraditional students can in-
crease their participation, so that individual students are mit
as vulnerable. Organizing support gn nips it pioneering
students (even when they are participating in radicall
different programs) can reduce their feelings of isoht ion and
can act a- useful sounding-boards for them as they develop
coping skills tor nontraditiiinal settings.

Often, attempts at humor or lighthearted
"fun- can result in painful, preventable incident, of prem-
dice or harassment. What might be defined as "uninten-
tional harassment" can occur typically in student skits,
satires, April Fool's Day publications, and other humoriqi,
attempts that may try to mock gender or ethnic stereo-
types, individuals, ir events. These "joke," can result in
intense insult, pain and complaint tor members it the tar
geted group. These behavior, ,letract trom school climate,
especially for those groups t nu,et ed in joking attacks. ( :Cr-
tamly there is still room for fun and humor in school lite,

32
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but a is critical for everone to un-
derstand that humor often ha, a
very personal reference point. The
intent of the prankster 'night he
harmless, hut the impact (if the
message on the target person or
group must remain in focus. jokes
that ridicule a gri nip, or are funny at
someone's personal expense must
not be tolerated. School officials
are wise ti i closely moniti,r (and
intervene when necessary) to avoid
potentially iiffensive expressi( ins.

Because many student,. miw
participate in work-study and
school-to-work programs, the po-
tential for off-campus harassment is
also reality. As schools are often
more diverse than many work sites,
students of color, girls, students

with disabilities, nonnative English speakers, and other,
who are perceived a, "different" are likely to find them-
selves in job placements that are predominantly ((hire and
male and that may be less tolerant than the schtiol envi-
RIninent. Schools must accept their respiinsibility for ex-
tending their prevention efforts into job or work-site
placement setting,. Potential placement sites and job
mentors should be nflitinely informed of the school', ex-
pectation that students will be treated prigessionally.
Placement office personnel are wise to ask if diversity
i(v.ireness program, and anti-harassment policies are in

place in potential work sites. Students must be informed
of their right tui harassmet it-free work experiences and
should learn the employment law, that protect them from
such incidents. This knowledge ((ill also m:rve them well
in their adult lives.

Provide Opportunities for Students Who Are
Different from Each Other to Interact
Direct, positiye experience with someone perceived as
different can effectively disassemble stereotypes and preju-
dice. ( :ooperative learning and inclusive, interactive in-
struction improve student Interaction. School, that have
wi irked to reduce tracking so student, of heterogeneous
backgrounds .ind abilities can interact report positive new
relat kinships among students with little previiius contact.

In homiigeneou, communittes, it is necessary
to de% clop external linkages to broaden student,' experi-
ences with those whim are ditterent. While simple ex-
change programs, pen-pal relationships, or ( omputer con-

4
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ferences with "different" schools may help, there is a po-
tential danger that short-term, unft)cused contacts can
have the reverse effect and actually promote existing
prejudices. When student interactions are centered on
mutual, concrete goals that present opportunities for com-
plex interactions (for example, completing i community
service project together), these contacts can have pro-
found, positive effects by reducing prejudices, building ap-
preciation of others, and producing lasting friendships.

Establish Dispute Resolution Programs to
Intervene before Problems Escalate
As a society, we have failed to model and teach peaceful
resolution of disagreements, a skill expected in any cul-
ture. The epidemic of conflict and violence in schools
parallels the frightening escalation of violence in our soci-
ety. Programs that build the self-esteem, problem solving,
and communication skills described above can have sig-
nificant impact on defusing potentially dangerous situa-
tions. In addition to these skills, effective dispute resolu-
tion programs teach conflict resolution techniques. They
build understanding of interpersonal conflict lw deveh T-
ing alternative forms of expression and techniques for
peaceful resolution of differences. Specific curri.:ulum
models with age-appropriate strands for all grades are in-
creasingly available.

Many schools have taken further action to
diminish student-to-student conflicts by implementing
programs that train peer mediators. The peer mediators
are recctgnized student leaders who have the interpersonal
skills and the "take-action style" to help arguing students
come to mutually agreed-upon solutions before the dispute
escalates to violence. When selecting student mediators,
it is not necessary to recruit only tudents who demon-
strate such skills. The training wi I greatly develop these
skills. Selection criteria should seek to balance the team
to represent all groups in the school, including race,
ethnicity, gender, etc. Involving nontraditional student
leaders such as peer-group leaders who are members of ma-
jor student cliques or subgroups can strengthen the
program's effectiveness.

The student mediators receive in-depth
training in effective communication skills and mediation
strategies, and they have opportunities to work closely
with staff members. Because racist or prejudiced speech
and actions frequently occur in student disputes, such pro-
grams are wise to give peer mediators specific training re-
lated to prejudice, haras.ment, racism, and sexism. Such
programs have the dual benet its of reducing the numbers
of violent incidents in schools while building outstanding

interpersonal skills and leadership potential (It the student
mediators. Students who have direct experience in the
peaceful resolution of conflict through thoughtful, cre-
ative problem solving have dev,4oped lifetime skills.

Involve Parents and Community Leaders in
School Harassment Policy and Process
Schools can not do it all. Achieving real diversity aware-
ness and tolerance is il lifetime project that involves all of
us working together. Fortunately, most work place., com-
munities, and the popular media have recently embraced
goals of building cross-cultural awareness and understand-
ing. Partnership projects between schools and civic and
community groups are now increasing, and the potential
returns are most promising.

Because prejudice .s .earned, schools imist
sometimes confront intolerant student attitudes and be-
haviors that are reinforced at home. Schools have the
power to establish rules and expectations for behavior that
may be in conflict with those set at home. Parallel to this
is every school's need to set no-fighting rules when some
children are taught at home to hit back if hit. Most
schools have found \\ avs r.) successfully communicate
their policy and expe, ru ons to families. That process
can be very instruLtive in helping us do the same about
anti-harassment policies and expectations.

Through community partnerships in diver-
sity awareness programs, schools can help educate for bet-
ter understanding and reinforce expectations of a higher
standard of behavior. Developing community-based
groups that include civic leaders, clergy, business leaders,
educator., and social service agencies, is the most effective
demonstration of full community involvement. Getting
local media attention for diversity events and issues always

helps build awareness, interest, and additional support.
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homo,exuality, but prejudice, ignorance . and tear keep them
frsim providing the "upport that "tudent, need in .1 hostile en-
vironment.

Administering an Effective Program
Bodinger-de Unarte. Crkt ina, with .Anthony R. Sanch,..

(1901). Hate Crime. A Sourcel-s...k fin. Sch. ink (
otry Flarussment, Vandahsm. and k I: 11 ,.ence. .Alanutos.,
Southwe,t Regional Laboratory. Dvstributed by Re,earch tSw
Better Shook, 444 N. ird St., Philadelphia, P.A 10123: tele-
phone. (2)5) 574-0300. Price: SI 5.95.

Hille,heim-Set:, Pam, Krktm Lone, Fred Timm. loVce Unke.
.md Cindy Vaughn. (1994). "Be a Sp.trt". 'hat You Need
Knott about Sexual Harassment. \ tenommic, \\1:

Wkconsm--Stout Voc,itional Esmay Leaderslup Pr.lject.
liandbook half-day vi irk,hop ..n xual haras..ment

dc..igned t ir oink:hes,.

Less k, John I- ,ind I teaing,, Su,an (1QQ4). 5, \la llama,
mcnt mm E.1.4,,aion. 2nd edui.ni Topeka Natn.nal Organim-

lion on Legal Pr, Nem, ot Education: teleph. me: t 91 3) 273-
)55C FAX. (01 273.2I. Price: i.21.95 t..r. nonmember,.

A 57-page legal reviess at "tatute,. ca,e". and Lriteria.
bnet "ample pohcs and procedure, document.

McGrath, Mary Jo. (199;1. \emialli,mosme»t: Minimize fie
Risk. Santa Barbara. CA: Ic(1rath Sy,tem".

Set ot three vide,.tape,, inve,tigator's handk.ok, nest "letter.
and other materials fi adinini,iratir,, teacher,. and "tudents.
Teleph. me: SOC) 733-163:s. Price: 575.2.

Oh\ eta", Dan. I9Q5). 13lill.ini2, Schuol. 1V 'hat WI' Kn,a4. and

\X'hat ('an1),,. Oxford (LfK) and Cambridge. MA:
Blackwell.

Report,. on "ucceful comprehen,ive effort, to eradicate
hulk ino in Scandinas em md Engtmd.

sinith, Peter K.. and David Th,.tnp,on, Eds. (1991 1. Pro, ucal
.Approaches ii Bull.ing. London: David Fulton Publi,her,.

Sneed, Mane, and K. V'aadruf. (1094). Sexual Harassment: The
Cinnplete litude .t; ir .Administrators. .Arlineton, \ 'A: .American
.As,ociat ion of Schosil Admini,trator...

Thompson Publkhing Group, Sandler. Bernice R.. Ca mtributor.
(1994). Educat(w's ()lade to Controlling Sexual Harassment.
\\',1"hington. DC: Thomp,on Publishing Group, Inc., 1725 K
Street, N.\\'., 7th Flo..r, \X'a,hington, DC 200:6; telephone:
1- Price 52S7 %sail m..nthly updates on recent

and elLinge. in the lie
I. Gerald (Ed.). (1095). The (.;ay Teen: Educational Practice

ald J.,r Lesbian. ( ia:s, and Bisexual Ad./leseents. Ness
York: Rout ledge.

"At the very least. any sch,,ol sy,tern can . . op.
pose any epithes, of hate and enact p.shcie, againq hara,,-
ment." ,ay, the author. \ good chapter, entitle.) "Gay'
Straieht Alliance," .in.1"Slakine Our School, Safe tor Si,,ie"."

Student Materials Adolescents
Ress Will Be 13oys (1094). Seattle. Intermedm. (44 nun-

we"). Prate: 5249.
Diamanmt ion of the 1)ultith (SIN) ca,e ot Katie Lyle',

de. with ,exualls ottensas e graffiti the bathrsiom wall.
Sen,inve portrayal of the pain she experienced and the em-

erment ,he felt a, a re,ult of pursuing lineation.

1)ate Violence: c in a Pumpkin Shell (1995). C. Bay, \\ '1:
Newkt, video ( 3,2 minutes.). Price: S Q5: rental:

SenIti\ el done ideo wideh liked by teenager, that III I er-
t ecu v ct MI, and perpetrator, and explains the cs s lc ot

kw.e, healthy relation,hip". and is here to tar help.

Elem.; I Into. and C. htruckes Program, lb Iliad
MA 02 1 46: teleplv . (6171 232-1595

Engage, ,tudent, ot diver,e Imckeniund, in an examination
raci,111. prcludice, and anti-"ennikin thiough ids of Ow

Iolov,iiM and other essample...4 Is it],
ni.1.11 t hi, 'IL in their ossn

9 ,
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Harassment! Don't Take lt! and Flirting or Harassment! (1993).
Santa Cruz, CA: E.T.R. Associates.

Multicultural, photo-cartoon pamphlets with credible char-
acters. Large orders can have organization's name, address,
and logo printed on the pamphlet.

McGinnis, Kathleen. (no date). Educating for a Just Sociery. St.
Louis, MO: The Institute for Peace and Justice.

Practical and detailed lesson plans for use in intermediate
and high school classrooms. Themes include conflict resolu-
tion, ageism, sexism, rackm, poverty, and handwappism.

McGrath, Mary Jo. (1993). Sexual Harassment: Pay Attention:
A Comprehensive Video Training SNstem for Our Schools. Santa
Barbara, CA: McGrath Systems.

Morris, Barbra, Jacquie Terpstra, Bob Croninger, and Eleanor
Linn. ( 1985). Tune In to Your Rights: A Guide for Teenagers
about Turning Off Sexual Harassment. Ann Arhor, MI: Pro-
grams for Educational Opportunity; FAX: (313) 763-2137.

Over 200,000 copies of our 20-page booklet have been used
successfully in schools around the world.

Sexual Harassment: It's Hurting People. (1994). Columbus, OH:
Middle Schools Association; telephone: (800) 528-NMSA;
video (20 min.). $176.

Older teenagers tell younger teens why these behaviors are
so hurtful and uncool.

Stein, Nan, and Lisa Sjostrorn. (1994). Flirting or Hurting?
Washington, DC: National Education Association. Order
from NEA Professional Library, P.O. Box 509, West Haven,
CT 06516-9904; telephone: (800) 229-4200.

A teacher's guide on student-to-student sexual harassment
in schools (grades 6 through 12). Six core lessons using writ-
ing and critical thinking skills with supplemental activities
and thoughtful advice on implementation.

Student Materials Younger Children
Are You a Buddy? Harassment Prevention Poster. (1993). Mid-

Atlantic Center, 5454 Wisconsin Ave., :=655, Chevy Chase,
MD 20815; telephone: (301) 657-7741; FAX: (301) 657-
8782. Price: $5.00 plus shipping and handling. Bulk order
discount available.

Easy-to-understand graphics help students compare behav-
iors of buddies and bullies.

5

Baskin, Barbara, and Karen Harris. (1984). More Notes from a

Different Drummer: A Guide to Juvenile Fiction Portraying the
Disabled. New York: Bowker.

Read the sensitive and informative introduction before us-
ing any of these hooks with students. How books are discussed
may well be more important rhan their content.

Exley, Helen. Ed. (1984). That It's Like To Be Me. Cincinnati:
Friendship Press, Inc.

Written and illustrated by disabled children, about their
hopes, challenges, triumphs, and what they'd like from others.

Jenkins, Jeanne Kohl, and Pam MacDonald. (1979). Growing
L'p Equal: Activities and Resources for Parents of Young Children.
Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall.

Activities to promote the full range of skills and interests
tor boys and girls. Boys are encouraged to express and develop
their nurturing, expressive skills, and girls are encouraged to
develop their physical, spatial, and exploratory sides.

Pasternak, Michael. (1979). Helping Kids Learn Multicultural
Concepts: A Handbook of Strategies. Champaign, IL: Re-
search Press Co.

Developed by teachers, includes both short and long class
activities for building multicultural understanding, healthy
human relationships, and self-concepts.

Schneidewind, Nancy, and Ellen Davidson. (1987). Cooperative
Learning, Cooperative Lives: A Sourcebook of Learning Activities
for Building a Peaceful World. Dubuque, IA: Win. C. Brown
Co.

Includes activities for appreciating the strength of self and
others, eliminating put-downs, and working together.

Stein, Nan. (In press). Bullyproof. Wellesley, MA: Wellesley
Center for Research on Women.

Curriculum for 4th and 5th grades distingui.shes teasing
from bullying to help younger students understand the precur-
sors of sexual harassment. Eleven lessons include class discus-
sions, role play, case studies, and student research and writing.

York, Stacey. (1991). Roots and Wings: AffirmingCulture in
Early Childhood Programs. St. Paul, MN: Redleaf Press.

A detailed framework to help children develop sound roots
in their culture and the strength to soar beyond prejudice.
Many activities are adaptable for older students.
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Publications Available from Programs for Educational Opportunity

Back issues of Equity Coalition:
:I Working Together toward Equity for All Students

Parents and Schools: Partners for Equity

Building an Equitable School Culture

Beyond Tracking

Poverty and Schools

Science Education and Equity

.7. I

Back issues of Breakthrough:
Equity and the Change Agent

Equity and Educational Finance

Student Discipline and Desegregation

The Challenge of At-Risk Students

Teaching Children to Be Test Wise

Back issues of Title IX Line:
Comparable Worth in School Employment

Ul Promoting Flexibility in Male Roles

The History of American Women and Work

Women in Literature: Hisiorical Images of Work

1 .7. Fostering Sex Equity in Math

Sex Equity and Vocational Education

Sexual Harassment

Women and Sports

Equity Coalition
for Racc,Gender and National Origin Equity

Programs for Educational Opportunity
1005 School of Education
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1259

Phone: 313-763-9910; FAX: 31 3-763-21 37

Address Correction Requested

Books, BoOklets, arid Posters:
America's Hispanic Heritage ($4.00)

Hispanic Americans in the U .S.: Bibliography ($4.00)

:1 Effective Schools: Education of Black Children ($7.00)

Jump Street: A Story of Black Music, A Secondary

Teaching Guide ($4.00)

L-J- Remember the Ladies!: A Handbook of Women in

American History ($5.00)

Tone In to Your Rights: A Guide for Teenagers about

Turning Off Sexual Harassment ($4.00/copy)

Agarra La Onda de tus Derechos: Una guia para jóvenes

de como combaur el acoso sexual, a culturally sensitive

Spanish translation of Tune In to Your Rights ($4.00)

'I'rif Hqooqak, an Arabic test-market translation of
Tune In to Your Rights ($3.00)

Women, Math and Science:A Resource Manual ($3.00)

A Yearbook of Holidays & Observances ($8.00)

BibliographN for Yearbook of Holidays ($4.00)

Ten Commandments for Black Educators

(laminated poster, 5-1/2" wide X 17" high)

Single copies of PEO newsletters are free. Timo in and
Agarra La Onda are available in bulk at $400/box of L00

copies. Books and booklets are sold at the cost of printing
and mailing. Make checks payable to the University of
Michigan and send this order form to the address below.

DIRECTOR
NAT'L ORIGIN DESEU ASST CNTR

INST FOR URBAN OINORIPT OUC

525 W 120 ST BOY 75

NEW 'fOR.t.

000195

10027
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